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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, September 4, 1947

I0SPITAL BACKERS ASK FULL REGISTRATION

Show Wins
Ise Of Patrons
[Exhibitors

TEACHERS' WORKSHOP GROUP

dwell Entries Fare
In Winners'
tie; Management
nmended
fton's annual Horse Show,
•or the first time this year
{beautiful setting on the
Denham farm south of
I tame to an end Tuesday
I fith the high praise of
J who enjoyed it and genIjatisfaction among horse^nd spectators alike,
lighted, efficiently mannd without a single hitch
I succession of programed
. this year's show, under
jement of Mrs. Denham,
(red by the Veterans of
.i Wars, and with Charles
[ringmaster; Hewlett Moratry clerk; Jess Talley,
lie, as announcer; J. T.
noted horseman of Le| Tenn., as judge, and Sgt.
[jeber, in charge of the
amplification, the show
ippreciative favor
from
finish and brought to
mmunity again the record
ing staged one of this secequine events of the

ess
iek!
Hal.

ition

Fredonia Legion's
Community Fair
Set For Sept. 11-13

Horse Show, Rodeo And
Air Show Are Entertainment Features ^
Of Event

Fredonia's second annual Com11 All State Officers, City Council And Jailer
munity Fair, sponsored by Amer- f —
ican Legion Post No. 103, is
Scaffolding Tobacco
To Be Chosen; Importance Of Bond Issue's
scheduled for Thursday, Friday
Pays,
Says
Expert
Passage Stressed To Provide Health Institution
and Saturday, Sept. 11, 12 and
"Many
farmers
find
that
13, with a final performance of
For Community; Clerk's Office Will Be Open
it pays to scaffold tobacco,"
its rodeo Sunday afternoon,
Two
Nights
spys Russell Hunt in his leafSept. 14.
let, "How to Cure Burley
Tht; fair will feature livestock,
Register and vote!
Tobacco." "Scaffolding aids
agricultural products, handiwork,
If
you are uncertain about being properly registered to
in curing, especially when
a food display, horse show, air
have a voice in important decisions to be made at the polls
barns are small, the tiers
show and the rodeo. Concessions
close together and ventilaTuesday, jNov. 4 . . . now is the time to visit the county
Pictured above are members of the Teachers' Workshop, held at Butler High' School re- will be operated by members of
tion poor. Two days on the
clerk's office and find out.
cently. Included in the group are several visitors: Mina K. Thomason, Nina B. Stev- the Legion post and there will
soaffold is about equal to a
These two admonitions are being advanced in as many
ens, Emma H. Cartwright, Mary Kathryn Beck, Estie C. Beck, Viola Burton, Flora be a large display of farm imweek of curing in the barn.
individual
instances and through newspapers, by radio and
Creekmur, C. E. Lowery, member Caldwell County Board of Education, Lottye Suiter, plements on the Ordway lot,
Generally, tobacco should
by mail all over Kentucky; and, in view of the fact tpint
not be left on the scaffold
instructor, Alcie Dalton, Cecile Sigler, Janice Hooks, Edith Mason, Eliza Hooks, Mary next to the Fredonia Valley
Bank.
longer than three days; two
fewer than 25 percent of the registered voters participated
Baker, Margaret Smith, Eva L. Creasey, Kitty Quertermous, Cleo Hart, Pearl I. Hartdays is safe. If it rains on
The rodeo will be presented
in the primary election, August 2, it seems the insistence
igan, Clifton Clift, Lena Taylor, Bessie Beshear, Myrtle B. Brandon, Robbie Oliver,
the tobacco, more scaffolds
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
is not out of place.
Vera Drennan, Ilena W . Guess, Ambie Barrett, Edna Roberts,
Robert Brown,
Dr.
must be built and part of
nights, with afternoon performDeadline for registration .Is
Ralph Woods, president Murray State Teachers College; J. N. Henninger, Atha Stal- ance Saturday and Sunday, Sept
the tobacco moved, so that
Friday, Sept. 5, and County
lings, M. 0 . Wrather, director of Extension, Murray State Teachers College; Lillian 13 and 14. The air show, one
there will be plenty of space
Clerk Philip Stevens said this
between sticks for drying.
P'Pool, Beatrice Turley, Kathleen Perkins, Dr. Ed. Carter, director of education, Mur- performance only, will start at
Scaffolds should be built
week he will keep his office
ray State Teachers College; Homer Lassiter, supervisor Marshall County Schools; L. C. 1 o'clock Saturday afternoon and
near the barn, so the plants
open for the convenience of votTaylor, Christine Brown, Beulah Blackburn. Absent, Clara McChesney, A. M. Calvert, features Sid Johnson's Veterans'
will not need to be hauled
Flying School.
ers employed through the dayMinnie Boitnott, Mary Belle Calvert.
Methodists To Observe
from scaffolds to barn."
light hours, until 7:30 o'clock
The handiwork, live-at-home
Go-To-Church-Day
Thursday night, Sept 4, and unfoods display, eggs and agricultural products will be housed in
Sunday
til 9 o'clock Friday night, Sept.
I county horses and
Legion Hall, where they will be George E. Hawkins, Jr.
Rev. J. Lester McGee, minis- 5, and that he will remain in his
ired well in the winner's
judged Jhe first day of the fair Graduated With Honors ter of Ogden Memorial Methodist office until midnight, Sept. 5,
| with Sir Walter Raleigh,
and left on display throughout By Georgia University
Church the last 2 years, will de- if necessary, to get as many perhorse owned and ridthe three days.
George
E.
Hawkins,
Jr.,
son
of
First
Day's
Rush
Here
liver the sermon next Sunday sons registered as may desire to
Alvin Lisanby, taking
The Princeton Woman's Club, T. Linton, Mr. York said.
Dairy cattle, beef cattle, hogs, Mr. and Mrs. George Hawkins
[ampionship in the Walkmorning in the last Sunday ser- have their names on the rolls.
The orchestra's
coming to the horse 3how, the mule comthe Gradatim Club and the BookSubsided Appreciably
rse stake; mules of Wylie
Kentucky will elect a Goverlovers Club will sponsor matinee Princeton is a musical highlight petition will be presented in the of the Eddy Creek community, vices of the Methodist ConferWednesday
nd the D. W. Satterfield
nor and all State officers, inand night performances here of which will delight lovers of bet- Legion lot, east of the business was awarded the degree of Mas- ence year.
Princeton's two banks had the Louisville Philharmonic Con- ter music in this section, a sponter of Science-in Agriculture at
| a stallion of J. T. Leach,
cluding 100 members of the
section.
The day has been designated
the summer graduation exercises
lers scoring blue ribbons. brisk demand Tuesday, first day cert Orchestra Saturday, Dec. sor said. The local appearance,
House of Representatives and 18
Food and refreshments will be of the University of Georgia "Methodist-Go-To-Church - Sun| Walker's Oakland Patty for cashing veterans' Terminal 13, with K. V. Bryant, as chair- one of eight the orchestra will
State senators.
day", and all resident members
1 in the Plantation Horse Leave Bonds and, while this bus- man, Howard York, manager of make outside of Louisville and offered in booths operated by Saturday.
Princeton will elect a new
of the local church have been
fcdden by Mr. Walker: iness was not so rushing at Fre- the orchestra, said Wednesday.
the only appearance of the big the Legion Auxiliary.
Hawkins is a graduate of
City
Council of six members
contacted in an effort to bring
\ Raines, one of the best donia, the total paid out by the
Princeton High School and WestExpense of bringing the Louis- group in western Kentucky this
and Caldwell county will chose
into
the
services
the
entire
memand shewmen to ap- county's three financial institu- ville musictH group, about 42 in year, focuses attention upon this
ern State Teachers College. Af
bership of the church, which a jailer, to fill out the unexpired
) horse shows in this sec- tions the first day was approxi- number, to Princeton was guar- community as one desirous of
ter his return from service in
portion of the term for which
numbers between 700 and 800.
»k several blue ribbons. mately $36,500, a good part of anteed by Basil Daum, Princeton fostering - cultural movements,
the U. S. Army, he taught vocaIn the night service, at 7:30 the late Marvin Satterfield was
I first in the Model Class which was fluickly put in cir- Junior Chamber of Commerce, Mr. York declared.
tional agriculture in Glendale
o'clock, Dr. W. I. Munday, super- elected.
night, won the Fine culation.
Mrs. Earl Adams is chairman
High School.
Howard McConnell, Ollie MitAnd, in addition, voters of the
intendent of the Hopkinsville
The
First
National
reported
it
Stake, and the champchell, Mrs. G. G. Harralson, Mrs. of ticket sales, Mrs. Ralph Ran
Because of his outstanding recLong Time Merchant
city
and county will decide
District the last 6 years, will de
paid out $15,500, the Farmers W. C. Sparks, Mrs. Sam Koltins- dolph, chairman for publicity,
J in the 5-gaited stake,
ord at the University of Georwhat
is a highly important
Here
Retires
Due
liver
the
sermon
and
conduct
feting the crowd was Jo- National approximately $18,000 ky, Mrs. Frank G. Wood, Miss and Mip. J. J. Rosenthal, chairgia, he has been awarded an asquestion
to the future health
the Fourth Quarterly Conference.
pn Turner, who had to and the Fredonia Valley Bank, Katharine Garrett and Dr. Frank man for auditorium.
To III Health
sistantship in the Department of
and
happiness
of this entire
in the saddle of his a little less than $3,000.
At a sale conducted by the Dairy Husbandry at Ohio State Dr. Munday will return to a pas- community . . . t h e
proposed
Wednesday's demand for cash
torate
next
year,
after
having
en he first appeared
Motorcycle Events
Farmers National Bank Friday University, where he will con$100,000
bond
issue
for
a new
Bears ago. Jodie won eas- on the bonds was very much
completed his term as district
night, Aug. 29, in the store of tinue his work toward the docPlease At Horse Show
hospital.
|the Boy or Girl Rider lighter, the banks reported. Vetsuperintendent.
-i The motorcycle events were E. B. McElfatrick, Saul Pogrot tor's degree.
If interest lags in all other
erans have been urged by the
er 10 years old.
All friends of the local church
well received by the spectators sky purchased, for Finkel's Fair
phases
of the November elec! Boy or Girl Rider ring, Secretary of the Treasury to hold
are also extended a warm inviat the Tuesday afternoon ses- Store, the entire stock of men's
tion, it should be high in the
under, Tommie Glenn their bonds, which are interest
tation
to
join
the
members
in
Children To Be Admitted sion of the Horse Show. The and boys' apparel owned by Mr.
kt and Ronnie Wilson, bearing, unless they are in serattending both services next hospital bond issue, its backers
events and winners: Slow race, McElfatrick.
Free; Season Tickets
believe; for Caldwell county's
ious need of the money immediI after a fine showing.
Sunday.
J. L. Lamb; second, Homer Fulchances of getting federal money
A display advertisement ap|s from Marion, owned by ately.
During
the
last
2
years
the
On Sale
ler; blindfold race, winner. Ho- pearing on Page 9 of this is
Cyan, always a popular
church has added approximately to help build the new health faPrinceton Jaycees will sponsor mer Fuller; second, Alvie Frank|r here, and by Huston Rotarians Asked To
Graduate Of W . £ J . C .
150 new members, completed cility were recently forwarded
a series of six educational shows, lin; backward push, winner, Paul sue of The Leader lists bargains
and entries of the
from
the
McElfatrick
stock
and
the building, improved all pro- to top rank when the State
the first to be presented Monday, Morgan; second, Homer Fuller;
Will Assume Duties
|w Stable of Tom Banks, Aid Jaycee Project
items
in
a
summer
clearance
of
perty, and increased its finances Health Department gave this
K. V. Bryant asked members Sept. 8, at Butler High Auditor- potato scramble, winner, Arthur Finkel's stock, the sale starting
helped greatly in this
community " A " priority.
Here October 1
well over 100 percent.
ium,
it
was
announced
this
week
Bedoe; second. Homer Fuller;
won several prizes. of the Rotary Club at their meet- by John H. Presler, president.
Dr. P. F. Blackerby, State
today.
R.
A.
Mabry,
28,
a
native
of
All four choirs will render
straw hat race, Alvie Franklin;
Miss Jane White, of ing Tuesday night to buy tickets
Health
Department head, has adHickman,
Fulton
county
and
a
Mr.
McElfatrick
discontinued
special
music
in
the
Sunday
serThe first attraction will fea- second, Paul Morgan;
Homer
trg, Tenn., riding her for a series of educational pro- ture Charles K. Ramsden, musigraduate of Western
S t a t e vices, and rites of infant bap- vised Thos. J. Simmons, chairhis
business
because
of
ill
health.
Fuller received
the prize for
mare, Carolina Moon- grams to be presented in But- cian, lecturer and world traveler,
Teachers College, is Caldwell tism will conclude the year's man of the local hospital prohigh point man of the after- He was a partner in the mercanler
High
auditorium
with
spon»k the 3-gaited champcounty's new agricultural agent, work.
motion, it must not be overlooktile
and
men's
furnishings
busiwho
will
play
an
electronic
nonoon's
events.
taking the place made vacant
I Tuesday night, to the sorship by the Junior Chamber
ed
that federal health authoriness
here
with
Frank
G.
Wood
vatar he has perfected through
The Louisville Annual Conferby the recent resignation of J.
|of the crowd. She won of Commerce. The programs will
ties will require guarantees
;fic re- Finishes Army Course
for
many
years,
the
last
14
of
several
years
of
scient
ence
will
convene
at
Glasgow,
wns Monday and Tues- be free to school children, he search.
^ Cpl. Lynford L. Drennan, Var- which was in the present stand. F. Graham.
Wednesday, Sept. 10. The lay that the new hospital here be
its as was a favorite said. Ralph E. Hill, district govMr. Mabry will assume his
mint Trace Road , was recently This partnership was dissolved
A
matinee
for
students
will
delegate
from the local church financially self supporting. He
ernor, paid his official visit to
> spectators.
be given free Monday afternoon graduated from an electrical January 1, when Mr. Wood duties here October 1, if living will be Dr. W. L. Cash, chair- suggests $20,000 be set aside in
the
club
and
advised
concerning
Shelbourne took the
a special fund to provide this
at 1 o'clock and season tickets technical course at Chanute formed a new partnership with quarters can be obtained for man of the official board.
himself, his wife, Kay, and their
Ibon Monday night for the program and activities for for the entire series are on sale Field, 111. A son of Mrs. Pearl
warranty. Some community hoshis brother, Dana.
this
Rotary
year.
Bill
Powell,
2-year-old son, Randy.
fnview Stable
in
the
formerly stapitals in Kentucky are furnishDrennan,
he
was
at
the
Western
Auto
Store,
Mr.
Mr. McElfatrick is at present
Under
Saddle
ring. Paducah, was the guest of Cliff Presler said.
He is at present living at Paing evidence that their new hostioned at Keesler Field, Miss.
Wood.
in
a
sanatorium
at
Madison,
ducah, where he has been emLeech won first place
pitals
will support themselves
Tenn., where his condition is re- ployed as Soil Conservation asiModel Class with Hot
by
obtaining
sums annually from
ported to be improving.
sistant for McCracken county,
pt and Pat Runyan took
the city and county governments
since May, 1943. He taught in
ribbon in the Junior
affected.
Hardin county 2 years and in
| Horse event, with his
Baptists Will Observe
Lowry Presents Gift As
Architects who have come
Trigg County High one year. He
Shot.
Library Night Sept. 10
Mark Of Friends'
here to seek the contract on
was graduated from Western in
I from Marion, Murray,
Church Library Night will be 1940.
Princeton's new hospital have
Appreciation
f'He, Hopkinsville, Ca1
.
X
L
IT
1
Itr
i
:_
in
X
T
held
Wednesday
Sept.
10,
at
7:30
estimated,
variously, that cost of
v'ille,
"Fredonia,
12
miles
N.
W.
of
Judge
Clyde
O.
Wood
made
Kuttawa
and
serving in both the House and
Approximately
2 0 0 friends
(This is the second of a
o'clock at the First Baptist the announcement concerning
the local institution will be from
Princeton,
has
one
church,
two
brings helped swell the
Senate
of
the
state
legislature.
from
among
the
agricultural
and
series of articles published
10th nights of the show
In 1804 he was elected lieuten- hotels, five stores, three doctors, Church. After a brief devotional the contract with Mr. Mabry for business leadership of Caldwell $6,000 to $10,000 a bed. Miniby the Paducah Sun-DemoI afternoon performances
ant governor, but died at Frank- three mechanics' shops and one service a program of special mu- the county.
county participated in the testi- mum size of the hospital here,
crat on the early history of
sic will be presented by young
r.well attended,
flouring mill."
fort
that
year
while
the
legismonial barbecue for John F. in preliminary plans discussed,
the counties of the First Dispeople.
New
.books
from
which
(listing of winners in all
lature was in session.
In 1810, one year after it was
Graham at the State Experi- is 30 beds.
Homemakers' Training
trict, based on Collins'His! Show events will appeople may make selections for
This indicates that the $183.created,
Caldwell
county
had
a
This
description
of
the
Caldment Substation farm
last
tory of Kentucky issued
Is Scheduled Sept. 5
Inext week's issue of
000, which is the approximate
population of 4,268. It reached gifts to the church library will
well
towns
of
1874
was
written
Thursday
night.
in 1874.)
The training school for land13,048 in 1850, but dropped to be on exhibit, and some reS. J. Lowry, superintendent of total expected to be in hand for
Caldwell was the third of the by Collins in his History of
viewed.
scaping leaders of Homemakers
10,826 in 1870.
Kentucky:
the
Station, paid brief but elo- the hospital when the bond is14 counties of the First District
ment
of
the
Kentucky
Utilities
quent tribute to Mr. Graham's sue is successfully passed, will
Crop Off 25 Pet. which was created by the State "Princeton, the county Seat, on Trigg county, 66th county to
clubs will be held in the basebe
organized
in
the
state,
was
the
Elizabethtown
and
Paducah
service to agriculture in this not be sufficient to buy the site,
Three Enlisted For
Legislature. It was formed in
flhout Kentucky
Building
Friday
afternoon,
Sept.
community and presented two build and equip the modern hos1809 out of a part of Livingston railroad, 13 miles N. E. of Eddy- formed in 1820 out of Caldwell 3-Year TeKms In Army
5, at 2:30 o'clock. This will be
poultrymen and
and
Christian
counties.
It
was
ville
on
the
Cumberland
river,
fine, saddle leather traveling pital desired by backers of the
county, and was the fifty-first
are
raising only
The local recruiting station an- the major lesson for the Sep- bags, the gift of friends as a project, Mr. Simmons said, and
the
fourth
to
be
formed
in
this
has
a
handsome
brick
courhouse
<*ounty of the state created.
prths as many turmore funds will be needed,
nounced this week that Bobbie tember meeting. Miss Wilma mark of their appreciation.
and 14 lawyers, five physicians, district.
The county was named in honl e y raised last year,
even without the financial guareight churches, Princeton ColCollins has this to say about J. Simpson, Lawrenoe Martin Vandiver, home agent, said.
Mr. Graham, replying briefly,
or of General John Caldwell, a
to United States
antee Dr. Blackerby points out as
and James W. Pirece have enlege (an elegant building) and Trigg county:
told of his pleasure in his work
native of Virginia who moved
M t of Agriculture
essential
before federal funds can
listed
for
3-year
terms
and
are
Revival
In
Progress
Princeton Female Academy (each
"The Cumberland riyer flows
here as county agent, praised the
to Kentucky in 1781 and settled
Production of
be obtained.
with about 100 students), one through the S. W. part of the taking basic training prior to At Flat rock Church
cooperative
spirit
of
the
people
near where Danville now stands.
the country as
A revival at Flatrock Cum- with whom he has worked, and
But, before any real start can
banking house, three hotels, 10 county, in a direction N. 30 de- first assignments.
He took an active part in the
J* d ° W n 16 P e r c e n t berland Presbyterian Church is said he looked forward to being be made to bring about realizadry goods stores, three drug grees W., 8% miles distant from
conflicts with Indians, and rose
w costs, large storin progress, with the Rev. F. Z. of greater service in a wider tion of a new hospital here . . .
stores, three furniture stores, the Tennessee river, whose gen- Lebanon Baptist
P s at the ond of last
by regular steps from the rank
Tucker,
of Litchfield, as visit- field, for the improvement of the bond issue must be voted,
six
groceries,
two
wagon
and
eral
direction
along
the
border
. Rev. Henry Rowland will
l*° d general uncerof a common Soldier in the miMr. Simmons pointed out. Hence,
plough shops, 13 other mechan- is the same. The surface between >reach at Lebanon Baptist church ing minister. Rev. Mr. Boucher, farm conditions.
re
( listed as reasons
litia to that of major general.
urgency of the movement to
ics' shops, two steam flouring the rivers and for about seven Sunday afternoon, Sept. 7, at pastor, has charge of services.
1
f^** Production of
He served under George Roghave
all voters properly regismills, and one woolen factory; miles E. of the Cumberland is 2:30 o'clock, it was announced Pianist is Mrs. Flora Morgan, of \ Mr. and Mrs.
birds.
Fred Taylor
ers Clark, and later became
tered.
population in 1870, 1,012.
Marion.
(Please
turn
to
page
ten)
Wednesday.
spent
Tuesday
in
Beaver
Dam.
prdlhinent in political affairs,

McGee Completes
2-Year Pastorate

Banks Pay Vets
Noied Orchestra Coming
$36,500 On Bonds To Princeton Dec. 13

Jaycees Sponsor
Educational Shows
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Citizens Urged To
Qualify For Voting;
Deadline Is Sept. 5

McElfatrick Stock
Bought By Finkel's

C3S

Number 10

R. A. Mabry Is New
Agricultural Agent

Graham Honored
For Long Service

Caldwell Third County Formed
In District; Trigg Was Fourth
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The harmony

within

the

Democratic

ents and his campaign manager, Tom R.
Underwood, pled so persistently all summer, seems definitely to be present now,
so that the nominees chosen August

Puerto Rico's Right To
Elect A Governor

When the Democratic nominees, headed
by Congressman Clements, take office at
Frankfort, many sins of omission and
some of commission,
from which the
State has suffered greatly during the last
4 years, will be brought to light and the
faults rectified.

party, for which Candidate Earle C. Clem-

2

are certain to win election in November

By Leslie Highley
Washington — Puerto
Rico,
largest and oldest U. S. possession, will elect its own governor
next year for the first time since
Juan Ponce de Leon, the first
chief executive, settled the Island some 440 years ago.
Pureto Ricans are given this
privilege — a precedent In U. S.
territorial government—undrfr an
act signed by President Truman
Aug. 5.
The island came under the
American flag in 1898 after four
centuries of Spanish rule as a
result of the Spanish-American
War.
The Treaty of Paris authorized
Congress to organize a civil government for Puerto Rico. Two
years after the island was occupied Congress passed the first
organic act, which takes the
place of a state constitution.
Under this act Puerto Ricans
could elect a House of Delegates.
The Executive Council—equivalent to the Senate—was appointed by the island governor, designated by the President of the
United States.
This system lasted until 1917,
when Congress passed a new organic act. The new law granted
Puerto Ricans self-government
in their legislative branch—both
their "senate" and house. They
also were granted U. S. citizenship collectively.
But the President continued to
appoint the governor, the attorney general, the commissioner of
education, the auditor and the
justices of the supreme court.
The governor, elected hy the
people, will appoint the attorney
general and the commissioner of
education with the "advice and
consent" of the executive council.
The first governor will be
elected in November, 1948, and
will take his oath of office early
in 1949.
After signing the elective governor bill, President Truman
said that this legislation "is a
great step toward complete selfgovernment."
President Truman signed the

Mr. Clements is an experienced legislator and knows what is needed at Frankfort.
He has pledged to bring new industry
to the State, providing more and better
jobs. This would stop the exodus of our
citizens to other states and pay large
dividends in many ways.
W e do not agree that the issues raised
in the primary were settled by the vote,
for fewer than 25 percent of the eligible
voters participated in the primary; but,
for the purposes which lie ahead of the
electorate in the next test, November 4,
we feel much is to be gained by all Democrats performing their loyal function as
good citizens and voting, to help give the
Clements administration a grand start
upon an extremely important job the
next 4 years.

by handsome majorities.
This is, we believe, the best portent
for better government and hence better
days in Kentucky.
The Democrats know much more about
the system provided by the Reorganization Act, which came into being under
Gov. A. B. Chandler and, in addition,
Democratic principles work best in this
state, for the good of all the people.
Such always has been our belief and
that of a majority of the citizens of this
State . . . who permit the Republicans
to gain power only once in each generation because there is, among many, the
idea a "change" will be beneficial . . .
and because there is, among so many,
many others, the attitude that voting is
a bore and something they well can skip.

rorat Betvioo, U. S. Department ol AgrlcultuisJ

Newspapers Are In Their Usual Hot Water
(By E. T. Leech, Editor, Pittsburgh Press)

1

One of the ideals that was to follow
World War II was to be complete freedom of the press.
But, like so many other things foreseen
for that "brave new world of tomorrow,"
it's still far off in much of the world.
And where it exists it is under rather
heavy
fire.
'
Over in England, the Socialist government is up to its neck in trouble.
And
as always happens in such circumstances,
the newspapers are taking a lot of criticism. And numerous changes to affect
the press are being proposed.
Across the Channel, France is also beset by economic and political difficulties.
So there, too, the newspapers are under
heavy fire.
And here in the United States, newspapers are—as usual—a favorite subject
of criticism.
Nobody is ever satisfied with the newspapers—including their editors. Nobody
ever has been, despite all that talk about
the good old days when there was a sort
of Golden Age of Journalism. It never
really existed, as the speeches and papers
of those who lived at that time will prove.
The more troubles a country has, the
more schemes are proposed to do something about the newspapers. That's due
to the natural desire of those in power
to have what is called " a better press."
This means a press that is less critical
and doesn't print so much unpleasant
news.
Of course, it doesn't mean the
•same thing to any two individuals or any
two groups—the test of a "good press"
in'each case being whether it agrees with
what you think.
So there has never been a really "good
press" in any free country.
For in a
free country there are too many groups
with too many different viewpoints to
make it possible.
Only in countries like Hitler Germany
and Soviet Russia has there ever been a
really "good press."
It was secured by
wiping out all papers that didn't agree
with those in authority.
Yet, strangely enough, there persists
the no.tion that government controls can
be imposed as a means of securing better
newspapers.
Britain's Socialist government, being
deep in trouble, is especially interested

"U he'i really a great lover of nature, why does he risk burning
up kis great love?"

in the press, and has a commission investigating it. Various proposals to make
it better — from the standpoint of the
present government — are being pro- You may go through this world,
but 'twill be very slow
posed.
If
you listen to all that is said
The French Ministry of Information
as you go;
has also drawn up a bill for newspaper
You'll be worried and fretted
regulation.
and kept in a stew,
In this country the loudest and most For meddlesome tongues must
persistent criticism is that we are tendhave something to do,
ing toward "newspaper monopoly." There For people will talk, you know.
aren't enough newspapers. It is pointed
—Samuel Dolge (1868)
•
*
•
out by individuals and committees that
Jake Crider, prominent citimore than a thousand daily papers have
disappeared in the last 20 years, and that zen of the Fredonia section, lost
hi6 suitcase on his recent honeyonly about 112 American cities now have
moon. The luggage had no inicompeting papers.
tials or other identifying mark
This isn't a good situation. It would but, asked for such, Mr. Crider
be desirable, from a public standpoint, to said "I always have red neckhave more papers expressing more differ- ties and if you open any
ent viewpoints. But instead of blaming stray suitcase and find several
red ties right on top, that will
the newspapers which survived, a large
be mine". The suitcase was
part of the fault lies with those which found that way, according to
failed.
Frank G. Wood, who of course
The battle for existence among news- sold the new bridegroom the
papers has been fierce. Publishing costs new red neckties.
*
*
•
have increased tremendously.
The apCongressman Earle Clements,
petite of readers for many kinds of news,
and for features, pictures and depart- Democratic nominee for Governor and a generous and modest
ments, has been enormous.
victor, paid our office a visit
A s a result, the ability of a community last weekend . . . and left some
to support as many papers as it once had of the boys and gals here wonhas not increased in proportion to the dering why they hadn't been for
mounting expenses of the papers. So the him all the time. Mr. Clements
weaker have failed or been merged, and is a master campaigner . . . will
be an easy winer, come Nothe stronger have survived.
vember.
It isn't a happy situation. Yet it isn't
*
*
*
as bad as pictured.
Several friends and customers
For other means of communication have been good enough to tell
have increased, and no community is de- me that our boy Larry, who
pendent solely on the news facilities or worked in the Leader office
editorial opinions of any one paper. Out- while his ma and I were vacaof-town newspapers and news magazines tioning in Colorado, did all
right. Of course this is highly
circulate freely in every town. Radio furpleasing to his parents, especialnishes both news and comment.
Books ly Honey. It has been fine, getand general magazines have great na- ting back into harness here,
tional sales. There are an estimated 800 largely because so many perunion papers alone, with some 15 million sons showed they were glad to
readers. And there are many other kinds have us back.
*
•
•
of specialized publications.
It
is
proving
almost
as hard
Not one of these newspapers or magto obtain tickets to any Big Leaazines or radio broadcasters satisfies
gue football games this autumn
•everybody — or even a majority. But as it was to get hotel accommothey do give to America a lot of news dations on our recent trip. But,
and many different viewpoints.
And due to courtesies always exthat's not what you get from govern- tended the press (even country
newspapers) we have coveted
ment regulation.
ducats for the Georgia and Alabama games at Lexington, and
hope to see the Vanderbilt-Kentucky fracas, at Nashville. The
Leader has an Associated Press
short order.
official schedule of all major
Further reductions could be effected
football games and any interby more drastic penalties for traffic law ested fan can get dates and
violators.
A large proportion of those places of games here, any
involved in fatal accidents have poor time . . . but not tickets or
driving records, but are permitted to hold much help in that line!
*
•
*
licenses until, and sometimes after, their
A
copy
of
the
monthly
magafaulty driving has snuffed out a human
zine,
The
Scenic
South,
excellent
life.
pictorial publication of the KenThose addicted to speed should have
tucky Standard Oil Co., i3 on
their licenses revoked for life after a my desk, compliments of Hugh
third violation. Prison sentences should B. Cherry, agent here. It contains
be meted out more frequently, and less several attractive pictures of
of a distinction made between traffic law Mammoth Cave and regularly
violators and ordinary criminals.
The helps promote Kentucky's tourformer cause more deaths in a year than ist attractions.

Penny rile Postscripts ByG.M.p.
is at home, briefly, to be in a
wedding. Most latterly, Barney
has been working for a Wisconsin farm noted fos its fine Milking Shorthorn cattle . . . and his
duties were showing the prize
winners at state fairs.
*

*

*

Start of school brings annual
activities around home . . . as
well as all the boys and girls of
the neighborhood back from
camps, visits and other summer
pleasures. We have the usual
complaints from Jackie and David about surrendering their independence for the toil of the
classroom but none from Larry,
who goes back to KMI for hia
third year.
•

*

*

If the local news picture you
expected to see in this week's
Leader isn't there, please be patient. We had so many we just
couldn't get them all in this
week.

. An,i

to provide this aid,
says, the mother wifl . J
own way. ln many c ] j !
means she will glve £ ]
to the most likely ^
f
ing to find or provide. J
for it
There is much talk Aril
"black market" in babieT
The Children's Bure» m
entiates between thou
transactions where moonS
volved and the more pm
practice of independent i
ments of infants by wriLi
tioned individuals.
Only slightly more t j j
quarter of the children lor J
adoption petitions are £4 ]
been placed in the 4
home by an authorial i
placing agency.
The remainder han
placed by parents, fnetxkJ,
tives, physicians, lawyen <r|
persons with whom Uk i
had been living.
"Placement of a cMij
adoption by a competent i
welfare agency," sayi
Smith, "is one assuring |
adequate safeguards are i
observed for the child, fc]
natural parents and for tl*4
tive parents."
Miss Smith points out H
agencies provide this pn
by studying the child, ianM
ing the status of the j
parents and of the proqri
home and supervisin| the j
ment during a waiting pe
The problem now istfcaU
of the good adoptive
have neither staff nor o
carry on their work ad
and without delay, Mis!
says.

Did You Know?
Norwegian skis have been
found that are 4,000 years old
and their fine workmanship suggests that skiing itself is much
older.
•

•

•

*

•

•

Ruthenium, one of the platinum metals, is rarely used in
elemental form buf*is often employed to harden platinum and
palladium.
Settlements in Liberia were
established in the 1820s as an
African home for freed U. S.
slaves by philanthropic societies.
*

Slaughter on the highways, however,
continues unabated. In a recent Saturday Evening Post article, the deficiencies
of the licensing systems in use in most
states are startlingly delineated.
Licenses are issued every year to hundreds of thousands of men in the draft
age bracket who were unable to serve
their country during the war as soldiers
and sailors because of emotional and mental instability. A man who cannot be
trusted to carry a gun against his country's enemies should not be turned loose
at the wheel of an automobile. Elimination of those emotionally or mentally incapable of handling a car in a tight
squeeze would reduce the traffic toll in

The unavoidable accident is rare. Let's
take steps to prevent the others now.
(The Kentucky Standard)

The value of the 1946 harvested crop
of stone fruits—peaches, plums, prunes,
cherries and apricots—is estimated at
$230-million.
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The Leader is a world traveler. If you don't believe this, ask
Midshipman
Jimmie Lisanby,
who says the paper followed
him around the globe on a recent cruise the Navy prescribed
for him. Jimmie even claims he
never missed a copy, which is
more than the home folks always can say.
•

*

•

Dorothy went to Mammoth
Cave last weekend and we
learned afresh practical reasons
why "Blessing brighten as they
take their flight".
If present
plans materialize, we will soon
have another good news helper
at The Leader . . . and Dorothy's.
burdens will be lighter.
*

*

*

Barney Linton, who has had a
varied and interesting summer,
—

'
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any time.

FARM

NO A

FAMILIES!

4
Phone 3 0

Share In $9,175 In Prizes
\

So

Act Before November 1

Check
Pend

The deadline is November 1 for completed entries in
the six farm incentive programs being sponsored in

M.MAID

1947 by The Courier-Journal, The Louisville Times, and

CALIFORNJ

OLEOMAI
FRUIT

WHAS. Plenty of time remains to obtain contest questionnaires and to complete them.

CC|

SNAX

CARAMELJ

There are no costs

ROASTED

PEANUT<

of any kind. The rules are simple and easy to follow.

Slaughter On Highways
Insurance statistics reveal that this
year the United States will have the lowest death rate from disease in the history
of the nation. Scarlet fever is fast disappearing. The war on other once fatal
diseases has made so much progress that
only polio, cancer, tuberculosis and heart
disease take an appreciable toll of human
life.

~i

B R E A K I N G THE BAfiv

elective governor bill a year and
10 days after he gave Puerto
Rico its first native governor —
J. T. Pinero, who succeeded Rexford G. Tugwell.
Pinero, who had been the
island's resident commissioner in
Washington, pledged himself in
his inaugural speech to be the
last governor appointed by the
President. To this end he has devoted much of his efforts in the
short time he has been governor.
Puerto Rico's political leadership is agreed that the new reform will not solve the island's
social and economic problems.
Some leaders have been opposed
to the measure on the ground
that "Is is only a slice of bread
when Puerto Rico has been asking for a loaf."
This is because the island has
requested the President and
Congress to authorize a plebe3cite through which Puerto Ricans
can choose by themselves whether they are going to become a
state of the union or an independent republic.
The present resident commissioner in Washington, Dr. A. Fernos-Isern, who steered the elective governor bill through Congress, believes that under the
new act Puerto Rico will have an
opportunity to "further prove
its ability for self-government."

*

194?
4

W a s h i n g t o n ] loiinty
Letter
> Coll

What It Meanu

By Ed Noftlgtr

''JOE BEAVER"

28
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The Democrats Have Harmony

A Uai ,*t

INDIANA

MEALTIMl

The Home And Farm Campaign

FANCY

"k The Save The Soil Contest

GOLD DI<

$5,350 will go to 161 farm men and

Farmers co-operating w i t h Kentuck-

women

iana Soil Conservation Districts can

in

Kentucky

and Southern

Indiana for home and farm improvements in 1947.

WI<

EAGLE

BFTJ

Condense
ARMADA,

win $500 for their conservation pro-

Tomato

grams.

HINT'S

I

Tomato

:k Tom Wallace Forestry Award

*

SI

Contests For Farm Youths
L

ARGE

MI

Farmers who have done a good job

Kentucky

of planting trees and managing es-

school boys and girls are mtared t°

CALIFORN*

tablished

see

GRAPEFRI

wood areas

in

Kentucky

and Southern Indiana can win $400.

their

4-H,

F.F.A.

leaders

and hitfh

about the three

contests for them.

SUGAR

Write today for free contest information

The Courier-Journal

CELERY

The Louisville

Radio Station W H A S

Times
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and
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L j A Good Lunch
fhild has the right to
P L healthy body that with

help

will

him

health

ot

cach

L Each day the child's diet
Ud include

these

essential

Cr One quart of milk, two
liberal s e r v i n g s of vege-

L o n e green or yellow and
L^aw; two or more liberal
L s of fruit, at least one
r n f egg. a serving of lean
Li jnd two servings of whole
Li bread or breakfast food,
important for school chil»ho do not return home
, lunch to h a v e not only an
Ltizing lunch but also one

kpetent
says ]
lurance

MAY WED DORIS DUKE —
Porfirio Rubirosa
(above),
former son-in-law of President Rafael Trujillo of the
Dominican Republic and divorced last May from actress
Danielle Darrieux,
plans to
marry Doris Duke, the consulate of the Dominican Republic said in Paris. (AP Wirephoto)

Jj is crammed with energy
^ g foods. A good noon
J, makes a child feel satis- restless, sleepy and unable to
m during the afternoon and keep his mind on his studies.
to to keep him from being
A satisfactory cold lunch includes sandwiches which are
tasty, moist, and varied from
low women a n d girls day
to day; something raw and
crisp,
such as carrot, celery or
iby get wanted relief
turnip sticks, tomatoes, shredded
periodic
paio
m functional
cabbage, lettuce, pears or apples;
^ r t J n s a l l Q u M medicine which
a simple dessert such as sponge
hit mora say has brought relief
cake, cookies, fresh or cooked
M I I » cramp-like agony and narM itrain of funcUonal perlodlo
fruits, custards and puddings.
Maii. Hare a how It may help;
Milk should always be included
It should stimulate
in the school lunch. Right now
appetite, aid dlgeetlon.* thus help buHd r e it is a problem to keep milk
iistince f o r the " t i m e "
cool. This may be done by putto coma.
Started 3 day» b e ting it in covered containers in
tore "your time". It
pure, running water; in a tub
• 2-MI/I
should help relieve
Up* I pain due to purely funoor cold water; or in a box low2T J
tuwal periodic eauaea.
ered in a hole on the north side
m / t r i CarduL IT It hslpa, y o u H
H
be glad you did.
a
of the school house or in a cool
shady place.

2

Everybody reads The Leader!

Loans run from 10 to 33 years. Payable any amount
any time. (Interest stops the day you pay.)

NO APPLICATION OR APPRAISAL FEES
Write or see

Keenomlee

specialized

Princeton, Kentucky

Phone 30

Pencils, tablets, ink, note books and note book fillers.
VTMAID

HOME STYLE

Ib. J l f

CALIFORNIA, HUNTS, Heavy Syrup

FRUIT COCKTAIL 15 oz. can
bag

ROASTED IN THE SHELL

PEANUTS

bag

.

KEWPIE WHOLE KERNEL

CORN

golden No. 2 can

DAISY WHOLE KERNEL

X

CORN

f j

CADILLAC

j f

APPLE S A U C E

A

No. 2 c a n l / 2 f

FANCY W I S C O N S I N

1 Q 1

GOLD DISH PEAS No. 2 can

Ifof

/

IAGLE BRAND, NO LIMIT

<jr ,

Condensed Milk

15 oz. can

white No. 2 can

JELLY
G

O

L

n

BUTTER
CRACKERS

Tomato Sauce

I If

APPLE BUTTER

Southern Salee Co., Dept.
P. O. Box 2029, Knoxvllle,

APN,
Tenn.

Flying ants are a definite
warning that termite infestation is here . . . possibly in
your own home. A free TERMINIX inspection will give
you accurate information on
the extent of termite damage
in your property. Call today!

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
IB
March 6, 1914. Miss Dimple twelve and a delicious course
Vivian is spending a few days in dinner was served. Those enjoyPaducah, as the guest of Mrs. i n g Mr. and Mrs. Goldnamer's
Jimmie Gatewood.
hospitality were: Dr. and Mrs.
J. A. Akin, Miss Melville Akin,
March 6, 1914. Dr. P o w e r Mr. and Mrs. Roy Kaaterjohn,
Wolfe will go to Louisville to- Mrs. Ben Kaufman and children
morrow to attend the Alumni and Mr. Charles Pepper, Sr.
meeting of Louisville Dental
College. He will also attend the
45th anual meeting of the Kentucky State Dental Association
which convenes in Louisville
next week for a four days' ses
sion.

PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
Phone 260
Authorized Repeeeentatlve of
O h i o Valley Tcrmittix Corp.

Advert/aed fn"The Poet"

W

TERMINIX

WOULD S 1AKGEM IN lERMIItCONTROt

TRACY
Cattle baron . .

ruthless,
fiJL rugged!

PLUS!

Wood,
called
of the
Wood,

DOUGLAS
He knew women!
Soft words.
Soft looksj

WORLD NEWS with LOWELL THOMAS
Taken like a

SATURDAY, SEPT. 6 - OPEN 10 A. M
He's Rough And Rugged!

Shootin'
and
Singin'
Champ
of the
West!

EDDIE DEAN
BEYOND THE BLUE'
with ROSCOE ATES

COMIC

PLUS! "JUNGLE RAIDERS

SUN. & MON., SEPT. 7-8

Portrait Studio

^Adventure Crashes To The
ROMANCE, PUn.t

^

ACTION, Plui.!

Phone 872-W

. . . AMID THE TEEMING

i March 27, 1914. Misses Georgia Pasteur and Miss Arney Towery and Mrs. Roy Towery went
to Louisville Wednesday for a
few days' visit.

March 27, 1914. Walter
of Georgetown, who was
here last week on account
death of his father, C. W.
returned home Sunday.

Gun-shooting
and
gambling
fool!

Fiery
fascinating
gal from
St. Louis!

Phy Itis Tkoxfer • Edgar leckeeea • Horry Carey' Rstfc Heltea Hoketl AraitHoeg

MARTIN'S

* March 6, 1914. Misses Lillian
Harris, Elsie Phelps and S. O.
Catlett, of the Leader force left
this morning for a few days'
visit to Louisville, Frankfort
and Lexington.

ROBERT

SPENCER

JUNGLE/

wenience
Please call on us for any type of

y
^

K

^

A / s ^ A l t l

Johnny Weissmuller
Brendo Joyce
f
Johnny Sheffield/^

Photography.

W e Specialize in Children's Portraits
ADDED! NF.WSREEL — COMIC — NOVELTY

TUES. & WED., SEPT. 9-10

4 March 24, 1914. Mr. and Mrs.
J. Goldnamer entertained a number of friends Sunday noon at a
beautifully
appointed
dinner.
The table was- exquisitely decorated with tulips, hyacinths and
ferns. Covers were laid for
"/ WOULDN'T

BE

(Incorporated)

,

MY EYES

AFRAID
WITH
SHUT."

2 Ib. pkg.
28 oz. jar

r ,

HONEY GRAHAM,

Jy

G r a h a m Crackers 1 Ib. pkg.

A S NEVER BEFORE

iKmrWM.

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
^ G E MICHIGAN

Prepaid
parcel
post.
Choice
of
sonil-Bheer, seamlens rayon, or full
seain service weight cotton.
Newest shades, slight Irregulars. State
else & kind.

DIXIE BELL SODA

FARM BRAND

12 oz. can

LADIES HOSE - 3 pairs $1

TOSHOPATSEARS

32 oz. jar

farmers
applica-

Water supply, crop rotation,
livestock raising and haying
equipment were discussed at a
meeting at John Moody's farm
in Henry county.
Members of Christian county
homemakers clubs made 250 bill
folds, key cases, purses, picture
folders and card cases.
A Calloway county homemakers club reading unit, featuring
re'finished and remodeled furnir
ture, won second prize at a Paducah fair.
A "spoilage clinic" was a part
of canning lessons given members of homemakers clubs in
Hardin county.

DEATH IN THE ARENA—Manuel Rodricuez, known as
Manolete, idol of the bullfighting world, lies mortally
wounded under the hooves of "Islero," a Mauri bull, which
gored the matador at Linares, Spain (Aug. 28). The bull,
with two "banderillas," finger-thick sticks with barbs,
and Manolete's "estoque" (sword), still in his thick back,
died shortly after from a short thrust by Manolete, made
after the fighter received fatal goring. He died in hospital
next day. (AP Wirephoto)
,

P E A N U T

4 4^

Tomato Sauce

have convinced
many
that their a l f a l f a n e e d s
tions of b o r a x .

12 oz. jar
C R A F T

/ j f

HUNT'S

No. 2 can

WHITEHOUSE APPLE

ARMADA, SPAGHETTI IN

16 oz. can

No. 2 can

r .

INDIANA STANDARD

MEALTIME PEAS

PICKLED BEETS

L\\

SXAX

CARAMEL C O R N

forma of

k March 31, 1914. George Glenn
and son, Gordon, of Crider, were
in the city Saturday and stated
that the Crider telephone exchange was progressing nicely,
and would soon be connected
with Princeton.

Check your Red Front Stores before you buy:

irselves
s u p p ort.
8 choice
.thodists,
it. 1 l o r

Jefferies Prewitt, L. A. Kratzer and John T. Murphy of Montgomery county are building or
remodeling dairy barns.
Tests made in Owen county

Sale of cotton goods was forbidden in England in 1700 be- ** March 24, 1914. Among the
cause it competed with native out-of-town guests for the dance
Friday night were Misses Maywool.
belle and Lorainne Lyon, Messrs. J. B. Journey and "Phillips,
of Paducah.

J. D. Alexander, Sec'y-Treas.

OLEOMARGARINE

Under a scholarship plan, the
Mason County Farm Bureau will
send a girl to the University of
Kentucky.

Agriculture

One great difficulty in pit storage is that sometimes the vegetables "sweat" so much that they
heat and sprout and spoil. To get
rid of moisture, this system of
ventilating is suggested. It' consists of a ventilator stack set in
the middle of the pile of vegetables, the outlet vent, with four
intake vents at the base of the
pit. The stack may be a wooden
tubular affair drilled with auger
holes throughout its length, or
merely a dozen saplings loosely
tied together. The intakes are
the ends of two shallow trenches
crossing at right angles under
the center of the pile, where the
outlet stack has been set. These
trenches should be covered with
wire mesh or loose boards, and
their ends with fiile mesh to
keep out field mice and the like.
Between times of ventilating,
the intakes are closed with a
shovelful of earth, and the top
of the outlet stack wrapped with
sacks and covered with tin to
shed rain.
A modified pit, easier to open
and close than the conventional
type, is made by using a banana
hamper as the outlet stack about
which the vegetables in sacks
are piled, using trench-intakes
as just described.
An in-between type of storage
that resembles a pit and soidfewhat, too, a cave, is the submerged barrel. To make it, a circular hole is dug 10 inches deeper than the barrel is long and
12 inches wider than its longest
distance through. Twelve inches
of cinders or gravel is placed,
and the barrel, both heads removed, centered. Then cinders
are poured in to fill the space
about the barrel, its head extending two inches above the
ground line.
The vegetables are stored in
sacks, the contents of each identified by a tag. The barrel top
is closed by stuffing with sacks,
and covered with tin. This storage may bW opened and closed
regardless of weather.
Leaflet 52, giving full directions for constructing a -submerged barrel, may be obtained
of county extension agents or
by writing the college at Lexington.

to

r^ happine&s, efficiency and
r\. sufficient food of the
Llonds- s e r v e d a t "tfu 1 "'"
C is essential to both pres-

P^jd fu<ure

of

w i n t e r v e g e t a b l e s t o r a g e are not
practicable, vegetables may
be
b u r i e d ' i n pits. B u i l d i n g a pit
s t o r a g e is s i m p l e , b u t t h e r e are
s e v e r a l p o i n t s that b e a r d i s c u s s ing.

L 0 | Children

care

Home

GARDNER

Winter Storage IV

rTjp^eek's column was prer, by Wilma Vandiver, Home
Ljiutrillion Agent.)
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Collage

The Coolest Spot In Town

SWEET, NEW

CELERY

stalk

CALIFORNIA
GRAPEFRUIT

Ib.

lUf

POTATOES

4 f\gi

CALIFORNIA LONG

lUf

CARROTS

WEEKEND MEAT
SUGAR CURED J O W L

Ib

bunch

SPECIALS

W S O N Henderson

Red Front Stores
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

HUGH HERBERT in "HONEYMOON BLUES
MOVIETONE ADVENTURE In Technicolor

COMING! THURS. & FRI., SEPT. 11-12

FRANKS

BOLOGNA
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily

EXTRA!
:

Shop All 9 Floors
for
• Furniture
• Rugs and Carpets
• Home Furnishings
The Very Next Time
You Are
In Hopkinsville

V

BE THERE WHEN IT HAPPENS! M M

And Watch For These
MOSS ROSE"
"THE HUCKSTERS"
THE YEARLING'

V

Page Four

Fredonia News
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Mr. and Mrs. George Milroy,
Mrs. W. B. Conway and children,
Billy Joe and Sue Carolyn,, and
Mrs. Mattie Rice were in Paducah Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Rowland
and daughter, Cindy, Evansville,
spent the weekend with her
mother, Mrs. Lizzie Lewis.
Mr. Larry Maddox, Owensboro,
returned home Friday after a
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Adrian
Faught and boys.
Mr. and Mrs. ' Caleb Oliver,
Gary, Ind. arrived Monday for
a visit with her mother, Mrs.
Mattie Rice and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs.
Reed^rown
were in C larks ville Wednesday.
Mr. Leaman Lowry, Evansville, spent the weekend with
his mother, Mrs. Belle Lowry.
• Mr. Lawrence Baldwin and
Lawrence Jr., of Bowling Green,
were visitors of Mr. and Mrs. T.
L. Grubbs Sunday afternoon.
The Cumberland Presbyterian
Sunday School enjoyed a picnic
at Kuttawa Springs Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Maxwell,
Franklin, Ohio are guests of
Miss Imogene Wigginton and
Seth Wigginton.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Ray,
Evansville, were weekend guests
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. R.
P. Ray.
Mrs. Lemma S. Cruce, Clarksville, spent the weekend with
her sister, Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett
and Mr. Bennett.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Perryman and daughter, Betty Joe,
lfeft Monday morning for their
home in Phoenix, Ariz., after a
visit of several weeks with Mrs.
Jennie Brasher and Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Brasher.
Mrs. Josie Quertermous
re-

WORK PROGRESSES ON U. K. DORMITORY'

turned home last week after attending funeral of her sister,
Miss Florence Dixon in Louisville.
Mrs. Lucy Driver returned
from the Jennie-Stuart hospital
In Hopkinsville Saturday where
she had undergone a major* operation.
Mrs. Charles Quertermous,
Kenneth Moore a n d Edwin
Moore visited their father, Raymond Moore Sunday, who is a
patient in the I. C. hospital, Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Perryman
and Mrs. Jennie Brasher were
In Evansville, Thursday.
Dinner guests of Mrs. Florence
Parr and Miss Dorothy Parr
Sunday were: Rev. and Mrs. C.
W. Dilworth, Miss Imogene Wigginton and Seth Wigginton.
Mr. Raymond Moore, who has
been a patient in the I. C. hospital, Paducah, was removed to
his home in Groves Center, Sunday. His condition is reported
by members of the" family as
unimproved.
Mrs. J. E. Hillyard has been
quite ill at her home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Reed Brown and
daughter, Doris, were in Evansville on Thursday of last week.
Mr. Forest Bugg, Evansville,
spent the weekend visiting his
mother, Mrs. Allie Bugg and Mr.
and Mrs. Dave Perkins.
Mrs. W. M. Young, Mrs. John
F. Rice and Mrs. Sam Howerton
were in Paducah Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Leeper
and children, Owensboro, were
the weekend guests of his aunt,
Mjss Ada Leeper.
V Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Feagan
and Danny Miller were in Green-

fo.es FURTHER!
WESCOTE SUPREME
HOUSE
PAINT
NEW GLEAMING
WHITE
BEAUTY AND
PROTECTION FOR YOUR HOME I
COMPLETE
SATISFACTION
IS GUARANTEED!
fn»

$469

i

^

Gallon

^l/ETONE
(g/VDIO

1t,

\ 1

NEWEST
DESIGN,
STYLING,
BEAUTYI
GLEAMING WHITE IVORY PLASTIC FINISH ILLUMINATED SLIDE DIAL. TUNES
(NTIRE
BROADCAST BAND PLUS 5
SHORT WAVE CHANNELS.
AUTOMATIC
VOLUME CONTROL.
6 TUBES PLUS
BECTIFIER.
TRULY
OUTSTANDINGI

$37.65 EASY

02;i«

TERMS

WESTERN W T O

ASSOCIATESTO^
Home O w n e d

By

Home O p e r a t e d

J O E P. W I L C O X
W . Main St.

Thuriday, September
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Princeton

This Is the University ot Kentucky's new rest*
dence hall for men. which tho University hopes to
have ready for occupancy soma time this fall. Of
brick, tile, and reinforced concrete construction, tha

$420,000 building will be fully fireproof. The fourth
permanent dormitory for men at U. K., It will aocommodate 108 students and will serve as the recrea*
tional center for tha entire dormitory quadrangle. *

Corn Borer Damage Homemakers' News
Found In Kentucky

ville on Monday of last week
Messrs. Euclid, J. B. Owen
and Charles Quertermous returned home Wednesday after
attending the funeral services
The Europea corn borer, found
for their aunt, Miss Florence in 71 Kentucky counties last year
Dixon in Louisville.
and probably present in a larger
M}r. Kenneth
Montgomery, number of counties this season,
Wheatcroft, returned home Fri- has become a serious corn pest,
day after a visit with his mother, according to a new bulletin of
Mrs. V. E. Coleman. He will the Agricultural Experiment Staenter Andrew Jackson Business tion at Lexington. Yields were
reduced by the borer last year,
^College, Nashville, this fall.
especially
in the Bluegrass reA Mr. Donald Brasher, Evansville, is spending the week with gion.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Brasher.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Prow, Detroit, are visiting friends and
relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherdie DeBoe
and daughter, Miss Ruth DeBoe,
Dawson Springs,
were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. D. O.
Boaz Sunday.
Mrs. Ruth Dunning and children, of Crider, have taken an
apartment in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. James Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lowry
and sons, Evansville, were guests
of his mother, Mrs. Belle Lowry
over the weekend.
Miss Rachel Turley who has
been ill at her home for several
days, returned to her work at
the telephone exchange Monday
morning.
v Mr. and Mrs. Warren Maxwell,
Franklin, Ohio, Miss Imogene
Wigginton and Seth Wigginton
were Monday dinner guests of
Mrs. Laura Moore and Mrs. Ella
Garrett near Farmersville.
Mrs.- James Eldridge, Phoenix,
Ariz., left Monday for her home,
after a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
J. A. Eldridge and other relatives.
Revival services are in progress at the Baptist church in
Crider with Rev. Fred Wood of
Louisville assisting the pastor,
Rev. Shirley DeBell.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
V. E. Coleman Monday were:
Rev. Shirley DeBell, Rev. Jerry
DeBell and Rev. Fred Wood, all
of Louisville.
Rev. and Mrs. C. W. Dilworth
left Tuesday for Lancaster, Ky.,
where Rev. Dilworth has accepted pastorate.
Mr. Roy Ashby suffered a
heart attack Monday morning.
He is confined to his bed at
home where his condition is reported improved.

The aborer tunnels through
stalks and also eats grain and
leaves. The weakened stalks often break and the ears fall to
the ground. Besides field corn,
sweet corn, potatoes and gladioli
are injured.
In Kentucky, the borer has two
broods a year, and sometimes
three. Eggs of the first brood
are laid the latter part of May
and in June when earliestplanted corn is one to five feet
high. Second-brood eggs are laid
from middle July into early September.
To reduce damage, the bulletin
recommends planting adapted
hybrid corns early in May. Corn
planted late in May is likely to
be injured by second-brood borers.
Since the borer overwinters in
cornstalks, crop remnants should
be
destroyed
before
moths
emerge in May. Where corn is
cut and shocked, it is recommended that early and low cuttions be done. Shredding of corn
tends to destroy the borere.
Where stalks are left in the field,
deep and clean plowing should
be done and all trash well covered.
•
Where borers are present in
any numbers, land with cornstalks or high corn stubble
should never be merely disked
and planted to small grain or
other cover crops, it is pointed
out.

He Might Be Drunk!

Guam, (AP)—Testifying in an
island court, a principal in a hitand-run driving case said he had
drunk "quite a lot" on the evening his car smashed into another. He and two companions
downed a quart of whiskey and
three pints of brandy. Then he
finished off 20 beers by himself.

Miss Dorbthy Threlkeld, clothing specialist of the University
of Kentucky, discussed "What's
New in Fashion", in Hopkinsville,
August 28.
Caldwell county homemakers
clubs will use this as the minor
lesson in September.
Those who attended were: Mrs.
W. W. Willis, Cedar Bluff; Mrs.
Clyde O. Wood, Cobb; Mrs. G.
C. Hayes, Crider; Mrs. Chas. J.
Hubbard, Eddyville Road; Mrs.
F. F. Taylor, Friendship; Mrs.
Earl Adams, Hopkinsville Road;
Mrs. Cook Oliver,
Lakewood;
Mrs. H. C.V McConnell,
Otter
Pond, and Miss Wilma Vandiver,
home agent.

Louard Egbert, assured Joel
Stallins, president of thK^outh
organization, there will be amFIRST. CHRISTIAN
ple transportation for all who
Tom W. Collins, Pastor
desire to go. The local group
An enthusiastic group of young has had the'honor of having the
people responded to the Rev. Mr. largest attendance at any of the
Collins' invitatipn to be present area meets held the last year.
for a "Back-to-School" service
last Sunday morning. RegistraFIRST BAPTIST
tion cards had been mailed to
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
the children of school afce and
9:49 a.m. Sunday School.
all registered for "class" to be
11:80 a.m. Morning Service.
conducted each Sunday morning
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
at 11 o'clock. Mr. Collins an7:30 Evening Worship.
nounced that frequent object lessons would be given in connecPENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
tion with sermons.
Old Madisonville Road, Rev.
The nursery has been com- William E. Cunningham, pastor.
pletely redecorated. Expense of
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
this project was cared for by
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
nrfembers of the Woman's CounYoung People's Service 6:00
cil. Two paid attendants are on p.m.
hand each Sunday morning to
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
care for babies and small chilWednesday evening
prayer
dren whose parents desire to at- service 7:00 p.m.
tend Sunday School and church
Saturday, Evangelistic service
services. To all who would visit 7:00 p.m.
First Christian the congregation
says: "Welcome".
Leland Hall of Rowan county
has a field of Kentucky 31 fesOGDEN MEMORIAL
cue, ladino and red clover which
METHODIST
he plans to pasture for six to
eight years.
J. Lester McGee, Minister.
Church School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
Sermon by the pastor. Special
music by all four church choirs.
Today is "Methodist - Go - To Church - Sunday.
Youth Fellowship 6:30 p.m.
Evening worship 7:30 p.m. Dr
W. I. Munday will preach. The
fourth Quarterly Conference will
follow this service.

At The Churches

All persons who have moved from one precinct to another may
register for proper precinct.
All qualified voters who are not registered may now register, (Veterans of World War II).

Registration Books open from August 12 to midnight September 5.
Check with County Clerk's office to determine y o u ^ eligibility to vote.

%
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R

J

spraying cattle with DDT en

three weeks.
There are 200 drive-in then
in the United States.

Tuesday, Sept. 9

Finds It Doesn't
Pay To Volunteer
Richmond, Va., (AP)—Robert
L. Turner, sexton at Grace and
Holy Trinity Episcopal Church,
off duty at the time, called for
his wife at a church supper she
was serving. He filled the magazine of the coal furnace but
slipped and sprained his leg.
The state industrial commission denied him compensation,
noting that he had been granted
leave for several days and that
a substitute had been hired for
him. This, said the commission,
made him a "volunteer."

Beginning al 10 A. M .
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D e a l e r ' s Milk Now

Jersey milk cows — 1 with calf at side.
Jersey heifers.
Guernsey bull calf.
White Face cows with early spring calves at side.
White Face bull 15 months old.
pair 6-yr. old trim mules.
7-year old mule.
Hogs — weigh 125 lbs.
N e w Road W a g o n .
First class log wagon.
John Deere mower — practically new.
Hay rake — 1 International cultivator.
Disc harrow — 1 '19' Oliver Chill breaking plow.
Double shovel — 1 laying off plow.
1 -horse plow — 1 laying off plow.
1 -hors6 harrow. — 1 roll of barb wire.
Lot of double- and single-trees
No. 14 DeLaval cream separator — good as new.
7-ft. Electrolux refrigerator.
Cream cans and milk pails.
Some household and kitchen furniture.

lor your protection

too numerous to mention.

HOODS

Hugh 0. Turley,
Owner

It's no trouble to remove our new 'Cellophane" Hood. Just pull up, on any of the
tabs and off comes the hood I

ASI

A lot of other items

"

TERMS MADE K N O W N O N

With

C'

t :

AUCTION

All persons who have become twenty-one years of age since last
registration or will be twenty-one on November 4, may now register.
All persons who desire to change their party affiliation may now
change said affiliation.

V " '

One hundred and fifty m
of peach orchards ar« located!
an area four miles acroB^?
Panhandle of Livingston com
Fleming county farmerj \
complete control of filet'

PUBLIC

Sacramento, Calif., (AP) —
The housing problem hadn't
bothered Manual P. Raimundo
for 20 years—until he discovered
his home site, on which he'd paid
taxes all those years, actually
belonged to the county. It is part
of a road right of way.
District Attorney E. L. Means
said the county would try to
figure out some solution.

Pursuant to Section 117.040 et. seq. of the Kentucky Statutes any
person possessing the qualifications of registration as a legal voter may
appear before the County Court Clerk of the county of his residence and
register, or change his party affiliation at an hour of any day that the
office of the County Clerk is open for business.

Geneva, Switzerland, (iB(
Ecumenical K . - f l ^ j
mission of the World r
H
Churches has «,„„
opposition to "racial d J 2 !
Hon by the United Na
J
The resolution waa T
tion with the policy of
^
posed International Reft,, "
ganization that refugee J
placed persons, of GermTj
nic origin, are ineligible'
sistance by IRO.
The church commiaata u,
mulating plans for imreaJ
terial aid for refugee, m,,'
Protestant relief commlZ!
Germany and Austria, parw
ly for those not cared frJl
the IRO.
**1
—

C.Y.F. NEWS
Sunday is Fall State Youth
Day! The youth of the Christian
Churches of Kentucky will be
meeting in their various areas
all over the State Sunday afternoon. Princeton is in the NorthGetting Marksmen
west Area. Our meeting will be
To Leave Road Marks
held at Sturgis. The chairman
Pepti-Cola Company. Lone Hand CUt. N. Y.
Denver, (AP) — Tired of hav- of the transportation committee, Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Coi
ing trigger-happy highway rovers destroy road signs at the
rate of 3,000 yearly by banging
away at them with guns, the
Colorado highway department is
trying to divert the fire to targets.
As an experiment in psychology, the department has erected
a regular, circular target on a
post hard by one of the "Curve"
signs that regularly takes a beating from the vandalistic marksmen.
If they find that slugs are diverted from the "Curve" sign
to the flashily concentric circles
of the target, they'll put up many
/
more of the targets — they're
cheaper to make than the regular signs and their destruction
I will offer for sale, to the highest bidder, at my farm one
won't endanger lives through the
obliteration of necessary warning
mile East of C r a y n e , known as the G e o r g e Stallins place, on
signs.

Pays Taxes 20 Years
On County Property

Notice To Voters!

Church Group R a p s
IRO Limitations

D A Y O F SALE.

Buck Morse,
Auctioneer.

Will also offer for sale at auction this farm: 161 acres; 70

Underneath is the additional sealing of the
inner cap. Keeps Princeton Creamery Milk
extra pure . . . extra protected . . . easy to
reseal. Wise mothers appreciate the extra
safety of Princeton Creamery Milk . . . topped with "Celophane" Hoods.

acres next y e a r will be in hay and all limed; 2 0 acres of g o o d
timber; 15 acres of good bottom land; 3 good barns; 6-room
house; plenty running watei
""Kyi

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.
County Court Clerk, Caldwell County.

Phone 161

)

LUNCH WILL BE O N

GROUND.

HOP

•
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Football Coach Will Get Help
With Sideline Television Set, Beliel

Study Courses Offered
Hospitalized Veterans
Nearly 200 complete educational courses, ranging from high
school subjects to automobile mechanics, are available to ill and
disabled veterans in the nine
Veterans Administration hospitals in Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky.
The courses, obtained from the
U. S. Armed Forces Institute
(USAFI), are offered to patients
as part of VA's educational therapy program.
In addition to academic high
school material, the courses cover a complete variety of vocational and pre-vocational technical subjects, such as poultry raising, photography, radio repair
and plastics.
Commercial subjects include
bookeeping, typing, shorthand,
filing systems and problems of
operating a small business.
While some veterans in hospitals are completing their high
school education, others are taking business subjects which they
hope to utilize after their dischrage.

ar® 'ocat»4
' wro* in |
bgstoa coi»
l4rRierj r,..

5 V A Hospitals Offer
TB Resident Training
The Veterans Administration
Hospital at Brecksville, Ohio, is
on of five VA hospitals in the
nation offering physicians residency-type training in tuberculosis, VA officials in Columbus,
O., announced today.
Approved by the American
Medical Association, the residency program affords qualified
medical personel an opportunity
to join VA and at the same time
continue their studies and training in preparation for examination by a specialty board.
Other VA hospitals offering
residency training in tuberculosis are located at Alexandria, La.;
Excelsior Springs, Mo.; Oteen,
N. C., and McKinney, Texas.

VA Tells How Final
Subsistence Is Paid

All city taxes are now due, and if not
paid by November 1, 1947, will be subject
to a penalty of 10 percent.
All water bills become due the first of
each month, and a r e subject to a 10 percent penalty if unpaid after the

18th of

the month.
Avoid the penalty by paying early.

Garland Quisenberry,
Collector.

Veterans whose education or
training is interrupted in t h e
middle of a month should not
expect their final subsistence
payments for four or five weeks
afterwards, Veterans Administration Branch Office officials in
Columbus, O., explained today.
VA officials said that most
veterans' accounts are on a current basis during their training,
but those whose training is halted in the middle of a month usually receive subsistence payments 30 to 45 days from the
.date of the official termination
of that training. All records of a
veteran's interrupted training
must be received before an account may be certified for payment.
Veterans are asked to notify
VA immediately if their training
or school is interrupted or if
there is any other change in
training status.

3,950,000 Alcoholics
Dwight, 111.— OP) —James H.
Oughton, Jr., director of the
Keeley Institute, a medical institution for the rehabilitation of
alcoholics, estimates there are
.3,950,000 alcoholics in the United
States.

.
By Frank Eck
New ' Jersey and Connecticut coming converts over night.
(AP Newefeaturoa Sport* Editor)
area and 10 percent of them
"In 10 years you'll get teleNew York — The time is close have sets. These 3,000 taverns vision over your telephone. They
at hand when television will be with television sets have report- tried it in Germany during a
a big help to the football coach, ed an increase of SO percent in two-way demonstration between
believes Sol Sagall, 46, one of business for night baseball games Leipzig and Berlin in 1035.
the pioneers of television and and 80 percent on days when
"The only complaint I've heard
president of Telicon Corporation. double headers are televised. about telephone television was
"I've been thinking seriously of Many of these taverns have or- from a banker who said 'what
putting a television set right ders for sets with large screens. about when I call my wife to
down on the sidelines during a
"I don't agree with the people (ell her I'm working late and
game so the coach can see what's who say television hurts the she sees a blonde in my office?'
going on from above," says Sa- gate. I believe it promotes the
"'Oh! That will be taken care
gall. "From where the coach sits gate by interesting people who of,' I told him, 'We'll have a gadnow he is in the best position do not frequent ball parks and get to turn off blondes'."
to help his players but did you boxing arenas.
ever stop to think that most of
"When talkies came in everyMore than 2,000,000 persons
his information on his own play- one said they would kill the live in Mexico City, capital of
ers and opposing players in a theatre. People who see televis- Mexico.
game comes over a telephone ion in bars generally are not
More than 3,000 persons die in
from one of his assistants high baseball fans but they are berural fires each year.
in the stands?"
Sagall who sponsored the television of a London boxing bout
back in 1939, believes that coaxial cables will make it possible to see programs from Chicago by the end of next year.
"And by the end of 1949 I feel
T E A R F U L T O D D L E R — A n unhappy little girl ia Joyce We will be seeing television proOverholtzer (above), three, of South Gate, Calif., who ia grams from Los Angeles," he
clutching her teddy bear at Children's Hospital in Los says. "That will mean that the
Angeles, (Aug. 27) where she is receiving treatment for 1950 Rose Bowl game will be
available to the entire country.
injuries to her hand, caught in a washing machine wring"In two years a world's heavyer. Hospital physicians, who reported they receive an aver- weight championship fight will
age of one such case a week, say Joyce is one of the for- have an audience of 20,000,000."
Sagall bases his estimate on
tunate few who will recover completely. (AP Wirephoto)
the expectation that by the end
COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
of 1949 there will be 3,000,000
Sablefish Hauled In
television sets in use with many
Phone 81
111 W. Market St.
By Washtubful
of the programs catering to
By Betty Clarke
Monterey, Calif., (AP) — The
Healthful exercise will bring sporting events. Right now he
first run of sablefish that ever
the roses to your cheeks and a puts the sets being used at 50,happened here, has been going
000.
spargle to your eyes. Nature can
on since July 11.
"Sports fans are making teleMen, women and children perform these little beauty mira- vision possible," says Sagall. "If
cles
that
you
may
not
be
able
stand shoulder to shoulder on
they didn't support the various
Fisherman's Wharf, hauling in to achieve with your well-chosen events there would be no need
makeup
kit.
sablefish as fast as they can
for television. There are few
Take advantage of outdoor rec- programs today which have as
handle their lines.
Boxes, sacks, 5-gallon cans and reation during the warm months. much entertainment value as
washtubs fill up with fish 12 to Swimming, tennis and golf will sports. The tavern owners are
help improve your figure. Fish- furnishing a good example of
20 inches long.
More than 100 tons have been ing is an excellent sport for that.
taken, estimates the state patrol. relaxation of mind and body.
"There are 30,000 licensed tavAlthough slack periods occur,
Before the winter sets in, get erns and bars in the New York,
the fish come back, seemingly in your
share of
garden-fresh
greater numbers than before.
green and yellow vegetables.
Salads made of watercress, carrots, tomatoes, green lettuce and
T h e y bring j o y t o o u r hearts, those stories farmers tell u s
Swiss Join Court
cucumbers or peppers supply
a b o u t t h e service their Fairbanks-Morse F a r m E q u i p m e n t
Bern, Switzerland — (IP) —
vitamins necessary for daily nugives. Keeping c u s t o m e r s well satisfied is t h e o n l y way a
Switzerland, not a member of
trition • and a clear complexion.
n e i g h b o r h o o d firm like ours can stay i n business.
the United Nations, has decided
Summer and Fall are seasons
to join the Court of InternationWe'll gladly repeat those stories to y o u . T h e y are stories o f
al Justice under the provisions of when you can give your face a
l o n g , dependable, trouMe-free service. Y o u c a n easily c h e c k
rqsL
You
won't
rteed
heavy
the United Nations. The federal
their a c c u r a c y . T h e y ' l l lead y o u , -we believe, t o this decision—
council was authorized to pay foundations when you are sun
t h a t y o u r next c h o i c e should b e m a d e f r o m t h e FairbanksSwitzerland's first assessment bronzed. If you will leave off
all foundation creams and cake
M o r s e line. I t ' s the line with t h e 113-year b a c k g r o u n d . . . t h e
amounting to $640,000.
makeup for a few months, you
line f o r which repair parts will always b e available.
will notice that enlarged pore6
S A L S B U R Y
S A L close up, blackheads disappear
and your skin looks younger.
Soap and water and a complexion brush should be used
for Wormy Birds
All Makes
Here's Good Advice- to scrub your skin free of dust
Princeton, Ky,
Phone 88
and grime. But whether you use
Service Guaranteed
lust On* ROTA-CAP
HEADQUARTERS
FOR
the schoolgirl complexion techWill Suffictf
nique in makeup—a light vegPRINCETON
etable oil and lipstick—or prefer
LUMBER C O .
a powder finish, you will find
Dr. S a l a r y ' s ROTA-CAPS lor removal
S. Seminary St.
your tan skin tone complementel largo roundworm, and intestinal
Water Systems . S u m p P u m p s . " Z " Engine* . Light Plants • Windmills
Phone 260
ed by a bright red or pink lipcapillarla warms—this Is the Individual
P u m p J a c k s . C o r n S h e l l e r e . H a m m e r M i l l s . Waahero • Iron era
stick.
lawl treatment preferred by poultry

Capital Stock

Company Insurance]
Standard Protection

YOU SHOULD

THE STORIES FARMERS TELL US!

RADIO
Repair

raiser* S to t.
housing time I

Oivo ROTA-CAPS « t

Women's Sheer 45-Gauge
Wo Offer
Or. Solsbury'a
Complete Lino of,
Poultry Medicines

Jr^S;} :
\i
BegggSg
^•ju^L

Wood Drug Store

Phone

Sit

Princeton,

FuIl-fasHioned GaymotTea
give you more beauty, perfect fit, long wear! Ro-.
mance Beige, Sunnibrown,
Mystique. 8V£ t o J O ^
51-GAUGE

1.49

42-GAUGE

98c

Savings EVERY Day

"I'm in a big hurry . . . I promised to go by
H O W E R T O N ' S and get my husband some
Wing's shirts and a new Tex-Tan billfold."

•tRASR return
bottles promptly

Ask

J"

trade-mark,

!
mean th* ,am* thint.

U ei,keT

»OTTia> UNDER AUTHORITY OP TM« CoCA-COtA COMPANY t *
HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COt-A B O T T L I N O COMPANY

O

The C-C Ca.

Sum

Muwrttm\

TheyVe
all-wool'and
f a s h i o n - n e w f o r Fall;
with the long,"" slender
look! Rounded hiplines
and so ft bodice fullness
give you the Fall silhour
'ettel Superb woolens—>
gabardines; coverts}
crepes, ' worsteds — add
elegance and durability^
They're smart—have ex4
pert t a i l o r i n g seldom;
fpund at so low » price t

HANDBAGS. Plastic patents and plastic
leather grains in new roomy styles, colors.
WOMEN'S GLOVES. Classic rayon suede
slip-ons I V/ 2 button length I Fall colors.

WOMEN'S HANDKERCHIEFS." Fine cot:
tons in gay Autumn prints, Pro-shrunk,'

Your Money A l w a y s Buys Extra Value

Thursday, September
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Wheat Yields, Well

Thorn® wheat produced 38 bushels to the acre on the farm
of W. F. Davis in Edmonson
cotrnty. County Agent Stanley
Hager says this Is the highest

Mrs. Minnie C. Williams

S L A Y I N G VICTIMS—The bodies of Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
May, of Alexandria, Va., were found in a clump of bushes
(Aug. 28) on the outskirts of Omaha, Neb. Deputy Sheriff
Hugh Cutler, who announced identification, says the
couple may have been slain by hitchhikers. They were
returning from a vacation in Colorado. (AP Wirephoto)

Mrs. Minnie C. Williams, 49,
died at her home in Dawson
Springs August 15, after a two
weeks' illness of Rocky Mountain fever.
Survivors are her husband,
Emmett Williams; two sons,
James, Princeton; and Willie,
Dawson Springs; two daughters,
Mrs. Irene Walker and Mrs. Ethel Orton, both of Dawson Springs
community; two brothers, Clifton and Burden Dyer, both of
Dawson Springs; a sister, Mrs.
Annie Davis, Dawson Springs,
and a half-sister, Mrs. Athaia
Farmer, Herndon.
Mrs. Williams was a member
of--the Dawson Springs Baptist
Church.
Funeral services were conducted Sunday, Aug. 17, at the home,
with the Rev. A. L. Meachan,
pastor of the Dawson Springs
Baptist Church, officiating. Burial was in Rosedale Cemetery.

Dilworth, Mr. and Mrs. Wilford
Baker, Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Jones,
Thomas Jones, Burton Jones,
Jimmie Jones, Margaret Allen
Jones, Ruth Ann Jones, Mr. and
Mrs. Dock Baker, Joyne Nell Baker, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Quertermous, Donna Quertermous,
Rev. and Mrs. J. R. Robertson,
Janett Robertson, Mrs. T. R.
Feagan, Ted Feagan, Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Yates, Larry Yate3,
Wayne Yates, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brockmeyer, Saundra Brockmeyer, Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Adams,, Bill Adams, John Adams,
Mrs. J. E. Lowry, Margaret Lowry, Mr. and Mrs. Aubra Litchfield, Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell
Lowry,
Wayne
and Donald
Lowry, of Evansville.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Rice,
Dick Rice, Mr. and Mrs. Noble
Paris, Mrs. Essie Rucker, Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Bugg, Joann
Bugg, Tucker Bugg, Billy Bugg,
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Perkins,
June Perkins, Jerry Perkins,
Mrs. Allie Bugg, Mrs. Margaret
Zurmehlem, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Bright, Miss Maggie Coleman,
of Padueah; Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Blackburn, Sue, Jerry and Linda Blackburn, Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Beck, Jimmie Beck, Robert
Beck, Carlyon Beck, Miss Robert Lee Beck, Mrs. Carrie Ordway, Mrs. J. E. Boone, Miss Imo-

Your New]Iaundry
and Dry Cleaners^
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Rodney F. Felker
Rodney Franklin Felker, 72,
died at his home in the Walnut
Grove community Tuesday, Aug.
26.

In 1901 he married the former
Ada May Vinson. Harlan TackWell was reared in the Vinson
home.
Funeral services were held
Wednesday, Aug. 27, at Walnut
Grove Baptist Church with his
former pastor, the Rev. Rodolph
Lane in charge, assisted by the
Revs. Raymond Stovall and Pepper, of Padueah.
Interment was in Rowland
Cemetery.

for Greater COMFORT
CONVENIENCE, ECONOMY

Up Against

Save f u e l . . . save w o r k . . . enjoy
even greater comfort from your
Model 120 or 5 2 0 W a r m Morning H e a t e r . . . with thU new Draft
Regulator! A wonderful invention
that is easy to attach and operate.
C o m e in! Let us show you h o w
the W a r m Morning Draft Regulator increases heating efficiency
. . . h o w It can soon pay Its small
coat by saving fuel and providing
steady, even heat.

A Wall?

You'll love it . . . when if* decorated with oui
attractively-patterned wallpaper . . . room-flat
tering, washable, color fast!
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In Hopkinsville It's

Furniture & Wallpaper

These Animals
Can Be Tricky
El Paso, 111., (AP)—"Rusty,"
trained cat of Guy Fletcher, has
more tricks up his whiskers than
he has lives.
Rusty's
repertory
includes
walking on two legs, jumping
through a tennis racket,
and
jumping five feet from a chair
into a paper sack.
The 11 months old feline isn't
the first animal Fletcher has
taught stunts. He once had a
pig, "Spotty," who could catwalk and "say his prayers".
Fletcher said Spotty could still
jump through a hoop when he
weighed 300 pounds.

in all your

gene Wigginton, Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Wilson, Mr. and Mrs.
Arlie Vinson, Charles Thomas
Vinson, Brenda Kay Vinson.
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There are two times when I want my insurance
/

agent nearby and neighborly
For Pick-Up
and Delivery

—

1. When I buy my insurance and need some-

or make

body who can size up my needs and prescribe

tailor-made

insurance

to

fit

my

needs perfectly! —

"ONE-STOP

2. When I have a claim — am in trouble

For Your
Laundry and
Dry-Cleaning.
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and need a friend to help me out.
and note the new extension soles

W e have an experienced crew to take care

Be Wise! —

Buy Insurance Locally

of your cleaning needs.
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Ratlift And William C. Lowry
Marry In Impressive Church
Ceremony

Jeanne Carolyn

Hjiss Jeanne Carolyn Ratliff,
laughter of Mr*. Augustus KorT^-ht of Louisville, and the late
t B. Ratliff, and Wm. Cooper
•>wry, so" of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Mhonias Lowry, exchanged
wedding vows in the Central

circlets of charteeuse ostrich tips tion were Mrs. James Dorris,
with matching bows of velvet Providence, Mrs. Zonweiss Clayribbon.
comb Nave, Louisville, aunt of

Serving as best man was the the bride, Mrs. Carl Sparks.
For travel Mrs. Lowry chose
groom's brother, Dr. Crittenden
a deep purple *uit with shoulder
Lowry, Memphis, Tenn.

Ushers were Samuel Myers Rat- cape and grey accessories. After

Presbyterian Church in a double liff, cousin of the bride, Frank an unannounced honeymoon she
ring ceremony read by Rev. Da- Bernard Linton. Charles Dewey and Mr. Lowry will be at home

Scott, James Ray Williams, William Frank Brown, all of Princeton, and James Buford Todd Jr.,
Hopkinsville.
Mrs. Lowry is a graduate of
Butler High School. She attended University of Texas and the
University of Kentucky where
she received her B.A. degree last
June.
Mr. Lowry graduated at Butler High School, served in the
Navy as radioman, and is now
an agricultural student at University of Kentucky, where he
is a member of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity.
Immediately following the ceremony a wedding reception was
fcouen.
As the guests assembled Rum- held in the home of the bride.
lev Taylor sang "Because" by The house was charmingly decIHardelot and "At Dawning" by orated with vases of white glaJadman. During the ceremony dioli, August lilies and greenbry.
jzst's "Leibestraum" was play- On the buffet was a design in
d. The Wagner and Mendelssohn lighted candles. This arrangeedding marches were played ment formed a background for
the bride's table which was covered with a linen cut-work and
r the processional and reces- lace cloth. The central appointjnal.
ment was the 3-tiered wedding
The bride entered with her
cake topped with lilies of the
incle, Charles Ratliff, to the
valley. Silver candelabra, holdtrains of the Bridal Chorus from
ing white tapers, were on each
,ohengrin, wearing a portrait
side of the centerpiece from
own of Renaissance inspiration,
which extended a flat arrangehe fitted basque-bodice was
ment of brides roses combined
ishioned of imported chantilly
with tube roses on magnolia
ice embroidered in white irreleaves.
escent sequins. It was designed
Mrs. Kortrecht, mother of the
rith a deep V-neck and long
itted sleeves. A flared peplum bride, received in a dihner dress
ccented the waist line, and the of aqua marine, trimmed with
Vaceful skirt swept into a long bands of silver beads. She wore
long white gloves and a corsage
Eathedral train.
J The first tier of her handker- of orchids.
Mrs. Lowry, mother of the
ktief veil, of imported bridal
fusion, was accented with the bridegroom, was attired in pearl
kme sequin embroidery used on grey crepe. She wore long grey
Ifr gown. She carried a bouquet gloves and orchids. With them
in the receiving line were the
I white roses.
Attractively gowned in identi- bride and bridegroom and the
f y fashioned dresses of char- brides maids. Greeting the guests
*use faille and carrying arm at the door were Mr. Augustus
Duquets of flame colored glad- Kortrecht, Louisville, step father
i the bride's attendants were of the bride, and Miss Mary Wil• sister, Miss Anna Garrett Rat- son Eldred.
Mrs. William Rice and Mrs.
Kff. Boston, Mass., maid of honV her cousin, Miss Anna Clark Frank Linton presided at the
pgers, Danville; Miss Patricia cake. Miss Martha Jane Lester
irker, Murray; Miss Suzanne and Mrs. William Pickering asiarks. Princeton; Miss Chloe sisted by Miss Betty Jo Linton
instant, Dallas, Tex.; Mrs. Ho- and Miss Joan Pickering, presider David Smith, Austin, Tev., ed at the punch bowl.
Others assisting at the recepid Mrs. James Buford Todd Jr.,
opkinsville. They wore haft
fid

ill?

I

*ith cyr

room-fb.
92.

Schulherr at 6 o'clock Wed»esd«y evening.
Flanking the marriage altar
,.ere tall trees of golden lilies
(olding white candles over which
yas an arch of foliage against
, background of green, where
llowed a semi-circle of candles.
windows were banked with
[uhite gladioli among which were
[ighted tapers.
Mrs. Bernice Davis, organist,
Lnd Rumsey Taylor, soloist, presented a program of wedding
Cmsic. Mrs. Davis played "Serenade" by Schubert; "Romance"
[v Debussy; "I Love Thee" by
Greig; "O Promise Me" by De

s f
)er

fori^

I

at Versailles, Ky.
Oth«r out-of-town guests at
the wedding qnd reception included: Mrs. Crittenden Lowry,
sister-in-law of the groom, Mrs.
Allen McKnight, grandmother of
the groom, Mrs. James Wolfe,
Mrs. Ruth Cayce, Mrs. Robert
Emerson Coleman, aunts of the
groom; Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lyle
McKnight, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Lowry, uncles arid aunts of the
groom;
Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Dickerson, Mr. and Mrs. Horace
Marshall, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Lyle McKnight, Jr., Mi5. and Mrs.
Charles Huckabee, Miss Peggy
Sue Wolfe, cousins of the groom;
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Raney, all
of Hopkinsville.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Barron
Fish, cousins of the bride, Salina, Kansas; Mr. and Mrs. Henry
A. Moss, great uncle and aunt of
the bride, Louisville; Mr. James
Dorris, Providence; Mr. James
Dorris, Jr., Evansville; Miss Nora
Gill, San Antonio, Tex.; Miss
Betty Jo Robinson, Corsicana,
Tex.; Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Pascal
Johnson, Mexico, Ky.; Mr. and
Mrs. Robert F. Mason, Mrs. McLin Mason, Eddyville; Mr. and
Mrs. Stegar Dollar, Bowling
Green; Dr. and Mrs. James A.
Nail, Marion.

Mr.

And

Mrs.

Entertain

With

The marriage of Mrs. Lola Son
and Mr. Carroll
D. Russell,
Evansville, Ind., took place Saturday afternoon, Aug. 30. Rev.
Reed Woodall
performed the
double ring ceremony in his
home on North Jefferson street
in the presence of Mr. and Mrs.
W. L. Seymore.
The bride wore a coatsuit of
grey gabardine with black accessories and her corsage was of
red rosebuds. Mrs. Seymore
wore a pink dress With black
accessories, and her corsage was
of white gladiolas.
*
The bride is a graduate Of
Shady Grove High School, attended Western State Teachers
College, Bowling Green, and
formerly taught in the Caldwell
County Schools. She is now employed as secretary for The Mayflower Transit Co.
The bridegroom is a Navy veteran of World War II, having
had more than three years' service, most of which was overseas. He returned from service
to a position with The Evansville
Postoffice
Department,
where he is now employed.
The happy couple left immediately after the wedding for a
honeymoon trip to Nashville,
Tenn., and other points in the
Southland, after which they will
be at home in Evansville, Ind.
v Mr. and Mrs. Bill Powell and
daughter, Dana Ruth, Paducah,
are visiting her mother, Mrs.
Blanche Hobgood and sister,
Mrs. Reg Lowery and family, S.
Jefferson street.

A surprise "Farewell shower"
was given for the Rev. and Mrs.
C. W. Dilworth Monday night,
at the First Presbyterian church,
Fredonia. Miss Zoan Clegg presented the gifts and extended regrets of the entire church of
t h e i r departure. Refreshments
were served to the Rev. and
Mrs. C. W. Dilworth, Mrs. Kelly
Landis, Prof, and Mrs. Guy G.
Nichols, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Landis, Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Maxwell, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Clegg, Mrs. Florence Parr.
Miss Dorothy Parr, Miss Imogene Wigginton, Mr. Seth Wigginton, Mrs. W. B. Conway,
Mrs. Cecil Brasher, Mrs. John
Rice, Mrs. J. B. Sory, Miss Dora
Young, Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett,
Mrs. T. R. Feagan, Mrs. Isaac
Butler, Miss Zoan Clegg, Billy
Clegg. Those sending presents
were: Mrs. Grace Boyd, Mies
Georgia Boaz, Mrs. W. M. Young,
Mrs. Sam Howerton, Miss Ada
Leeper, Mr. and Mrs. Byrd
Guess.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Hillyard,
Mr. and Mrs. Hildebrandt, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Taylor, Mrs.
Lemma Cruce, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Gue6S, Intermediate S. S.
Class.

Sundav

School

Picnic

•

The Junior-Intermediate Sun-,
day School Class of the Fredonia
Baptist Church, accompanied by
Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett, teacher,
enjoyed a picnic
at Kuttawa
Springs Thursday night. Members and visitors present: Rev.
and Mrs Charles W. Dilworth,
Kenneth Montgomery, Charles
Dean Akridge,
Richie Burton,
Norris Norman, James York, Billy Sam Young, Dick Rice, Billy
Clegg, Henry Conway, Joe Conway, Donald Conway, Robert
Peek, Miss Jane Belt, George
Brooks, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Clegg,
Mrs. W. B. Conway, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Taylor and Mrs.
John Rice.

Mr. And
Entertain

Mrs. Brown
With Fish Fry

Mr. and Mrs. Wylte Brown entertained at their home in the
Eddy Creek community Wednesday, Aug. 72, with a fish fry.
Present were Mr. and Mrs. M. D.
Pickleseimer and son, Joe Cook,
Mrs. Walter Tucker and daughter, Joan, of Detroit, Mich., Mr.
and Mrs. N. C. McCarty, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Lester and children, Betty Jo and Dick, and
Sgt. Jack Brown, Ft. Knox.

vM
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice B. Gaus
and little daughter, Elizabeth
Ann, left this week for a visit
to Mr. Gaus' parents In St. Louis,
Mo., enroute to their home via
J Mrs. J. H. Leech left today for plane in New York City, followAvon Park, Fla., for an extended ing several weeks' visit to her
visit to her daughter, Mrs. J. J. parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
Stephens and family.
Hill, Hopkinsville street.

Parties For

Bride

Summarizing a series of prenuptial events in honor of Miss
Jean Carolyn Ratliff, bride-elect,
were the following social events:
Wednesday. Aug. 27, Mesdames
J. B. Lester, Rumsey Taylor,
Duke Pettit, Sr., and Frank T.
Linton gave a/ tea at the home
of Mrs. Linton, which w6s attended by approximately 80
guests.
Friday morning, Aug. 29, Mrs.
Harry Joiner, Jr., gave a kitchen
shower for Miss Ratliff at her
home on Locust street.
At 1 o'clock Friday, Mrs. Wm.
G. Pickering gave a bridge
luncheon at the Princeton Country Club, and a dessert course
was given at the home of Mrs.
Henry Sevison, Eddyville Road
at 6 o'clock that night for the
bridal party.
Saturday, Aug. 20, a barbecue
was given by Messrs. Sammye
Ratliff
and Edwin Lamb for
members of the bridal party.
Sunday, ,Aug. 31, Mr. and Mrs.
S. J. Lowry entertained the
group with a dinner at their
home on HopkinsVille Road.
Monday, Sept. 1, the bridal
party went to Evansville for a
luncheon at the McCurdy Hotel.
Tuesday, Sept. 2, Miss Mary
Wilson Eldred, Mrs. John Ed
Young and George Eldred gave
a breakfast for the bridal party,
and Tuesday night Mr. and Mrs.
W, C. Sparks entertained with
a rehearsal dinner at their home
on Eddyville Road.
Wednesday morning, Sept. 3,

The Leader
Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Clyman
Ward, Rout® 3, on the birth of
a daughter, Sharon Ann, August 27.

.

...

i/THr. and Mrs.
Elmer Ladd,
Cobb, Route 1, on the birth of
a daughter, Linda Ruth, August
27.

P&iAxuudl
Cadet John C. Harralson returned Wednesday
to Castle
Heights Military Academy, Lebanon, Tenn., after spending the
summer with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Hearrte Harralson, West
Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Pickleseimer and son, Joe Cook, of Pikeville, and Mrs. Walter Tucker
and daughter, Joan, of Detroit,
Mich., have returned to their
homes after a visit to their parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. C. McCarty, Route 6.
Hugh Lynn Jacob, student at
Princeton University, Princeton,
N. J., is visiting his mother, Mrs.
Ruth Jacob and sister, Miss Dixie
Lois Jacob, W. Shepardson street.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Mason and
two children were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. D. E. Hopper, in Cambria, 111., Labor Day weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Fralick
and son, Jerry, visited relatives
in Hurst, 111., and attended Dequoin State Fair Labor Day
weekend.

:1

1
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Miss Margaret Terry Davis entertained the bridal party with
a breakfast at her home on West
Main street.

I

•

1
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DATEABLE 'DURABLES
f>

Milroy
Barbecue

Mr. and Mrs. Milroy, of Fredonia entertained with a barbecue Friday night. Guests were
Miss Mary Cox, Miss Mary Goheen, Mr. and Mrs. Pat Rust,
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon McElroy,
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Yates, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Smith and children, Billy and Sue, Mrs. Essie
Rucker, Mr. and Mrs. Minus Cox,
and children, Glen and Dennis;
Mrs. W. B. Conway and children,
Mrs. Estel Ferguson, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. C. Y. Cox, Mr. and
Mrs. Clifford White, Mrs. Mattie Rice, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Baker and son, Jim; Messrs. Robert Jackson, Junior Yates, John
Cox, Junior Moore, Henry Clay
Rice.

Rev. And Mrs. Dilworth
Honored At Shower

MELODY

MIGHT)

• as your newest favorite! And
designed lo fake A TYPICAL CAROLE KING
GWM. dancing to if. Color combined with
_

block as only Carole King does it—blue,
yellow, aqua or rose with black. Carole
rayon crepe in junior sizes 9 »o 15.

I

Everybody reads The Leader!

Ai 8«*n Tn

C O O D HOUSEKEEPING
LADIES'HOME JOURNAL
SEVENTEEN

WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION

MOVIE

G O E R <«»»

. i , Simply done with a knowing eye
for detail—ond ils Ml. M skirt hat
such aflirtatiousway when yog woflct
Debonair rayon gabardine in

PRELUDE "bovo

oqwo, citron, pink or gr»y.

To a date-book that's always filled!

t^jMMming

c£i

51
N Y L O N S

Junior

sizot 9 lo 15,.

Colored embroidery scallops across it$
bodice, a waisf-whittling set-in belt and
whirling circular skirt—a perfect
dancing dating dress. Bfue, pink, bbn<t
•r grey Wedgewood rayon crepe b [

These Humming Bird 51*s come straight out of the pages of your
favorite magazines to fill every stocking need!

As beautifully sheer,

as perfectly fitted as any hosiery you ever saw.

frmior titts 9 to IX-

»J2«

But made with the

strength to wear and wear and wear. Your legs will be glamourous
every day . . . all day . . . in Humming Bird 51 nylons. See them in
new fall shades. Buy them now at our hosiery department. &/2 to 10Vfc.

51 Gauge $115

45 Gauge $135
/

Princeton Shoe Co.
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"Princeton's Finest Department Store"
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W h a t It Means:

Impatience Over U. N

By Slgrid Arne
Washington — Impatience with
the United Nations machinery is
piling up suggestions for its
change.
They range all the way from
the mild idea that the rules
must be altered to the gloomy
prediction that either Russia
must get out of U. N. or the
United States will have 4o break
it up ai)d form a new organization.
Criticism of the U. N. stems
from irritation over the Russian
use of the veto. It includes the
American L e g i o n ' s
colorful
charge that the Security Council
is a "perpetually hung Jury"
and comes from all manner of
other people—from Joe Doakes,
who writes his Senator, to the
men in Congress who help shape
United States policy.
In many quarters, however,
U. N. prestige rose when it recently compelled a truce in the
flare-up of war between the
Dutch and Indonesians.
The policy makers t h i n k
changing the U. N. is highly improbable. They point out the
road-block in the U. N. charter
itself.
The charter says the 55 members states can call a conference
to write amendments. The conference can take decisions on a
two-thirds vote, but the amendments must be sent to the home
government for ratification, and
then all of the "Big Five" powers must approve. That leaves
the gate open for another Russian veto.
The veto could hardly fail to
be the center of a battle to
change the charter. The Russians have consistently opposed
any change. •
That brings the Washington
conjectures around to "What
happens next?" The few who are
intimate with the working rules

of U. N. are guessing:
That Russia may withdraw
under a much more determined
stand by the western nations.
That if a U. S.-led break
should come it would have to
be over a clear-cut issue, and
Russia's veto of the Balkan
"watch dog" commission isn't big
enough.
The guess is that the issue
could be:
1. Control of atomic energy.
2. U. N. policy force.
3. Some angle of the German
and Austrian peace treaties.
4. The Japanese treaty.
The treaties are not the official business of U. N. They are
being written by the foreign
ministers of the U. S., Britain,
the Soviet and France. The feeling is that they could kick up
an issue that would reverbrate
through the U. N. Assembly
which will get to work Sept. 1
at Lake Success, N. Y.
On the other hand, there are
several thoughtful suggestions
for changing U. N. rules and
leaving the organization intact.
Most of the suggestions are made
on the assumption (which ha3
little to stand on) that changes
can be made in the face of that
possible veto.
The American Legion would
like to see:
1. The United States take action against aggression or even

Win. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

Prescriptions
Phone 611

Of Many Fashw
Changes For Wi
iMter skirts, less pd

W . II. Johnaon

I- y. OUai

For Immediate
Delivery On
M O N U M E N
SEE OUR STOCKLARGEST IN WEST
EVICTED FROM V E T E R A N S VILLAGE—Some of the fourteen children who have
slept in the street of this veterans village in Miami, Fla., since their eviction last
Monday, are shown with their families' belongings, as they wait word of a place to
stay. (AP Wirephotoi)
preparation for aggression, on a
mere majority council vote.
2. International authorities control not only atomic energy but
all mass production weapons.
3. Quotas put on heavy armament.
4. A strong U. N. police force.
In Congress two resolutions
have been adopted asking (1)
revision of the charter and (2) a
call from the President for a
general U. N. conference to
strengthen itself.
Senator Byrd (D.-Va.) has
suggested that a veto in the Security CouncU should be passed
on to the U. N. Assembly. He
thinks the Assembly should be
free to override a veto by a twothirds vote.
In his speech to the Senate he
said:
"I make the confident prediction that shortly the necessities of
the situation will force a showdown with Russia within the
United Nations.'

There are 242,000 gasoline stations in the United States.
An estimate of 13 million tons
of commercial fertilizers used in
1946 set a new high record for
the United States.

U.S. Soldiers May
Visit In Norway

402 South 3rd Street
Padueah, Kentucky
Phone 799

Oslo, (AP) —' An Oslo newspaper, Verdens Gang reports
Norway will be a leave center
for American occupation troops
Usually when I see reports
about agriculture given to the
press by Washington bureaus I
reach for the salt shaker.
I
learned soon after the last war
began that many of the dispatches emanating from Government
bureaus were wishful forecasting. But a recent estimate that
3,000,000 of 5,000,000 people who
left American farms since 1940
have not returned can be accepted as reasonably accurate.

in Germany. The Norwegian
central passport office has agreed
to admit American soldiers to
the country on ordinary military
passports. Americans may now
expect an official invitation from
the Norwegian foreign office.
Norwegian airplanes will open
an air route between Frankfurt
and Lillehammer, famous mountain town in Norway.

Butter consumption in 1946 is
If American agriculture has estimated at 10.5 pounds per
lost three million people, it is capita, actual weight.
safe to put Kentucky's loss at 150 aeres. And our reduction in
around 100,000. Put it at sixty hay crops has to be offset by
thousand and you have an aver- providing more good grass for
age of 500 to the county.
cattle to graze. Thii practice
Some of my neighbors in Hen- seems to be the only salvation
derson county think we'll get for Kentucky farmers.
back a lot of farm labor when
Whether Kentucky
farmers
the next depression makes sub- will be able to produce in the
Reichstag Ruins
sistence tougher in towns and next two years as much as they
cities. That, too, is wishful think- produced in the last two deTo Be Removed
ing, because farming in hard pends on how much machinery
Berlin, (AP) — The ruins of
times is as bad as making a liv- they will be able to buy. The
the Reichstag building, burned ing in towns and cities.
implement situation is not enout by the Nazis in 1933 and
Agriculture and rural institustruck by bombs during the war, tions are faced with readjust- couraging. An implement dealer
in Henderson told me the other
finally are to be removed, ac- ment problems. Farm work must
day he is getting only half as
cording to plans adopted by the be done with less labor, which
many tractors as he sold last
city planning commission.
Its means more and better machin- year. And I am sure other Kenhuge stone blocks are to be used ery. When prices of grain and tucky counties have fared no
in reconstruction work else- livestock decline,
farm wages better than Henderson.
will be lower, which, if I am
where.
That the decline in rural popThe massive,
roofless old not badly mistaken, will, be a ulation will affect our country
poor
inducement
for
former
Reichstag has stood like a dark
schools is inevitable. Many rural
haunt at the Brandenburg gate, sharecroppers and hired hands high schools will have to close
to
return.
just opposite the Tiergarten,
because they cannot meet the
these postwar years. For a time
Whether farming will continue minimum enrollment law, and
in 1945, just after the western much longer to be profitable as school boards will have to propowers joined in the occupation it is now, nobody knows. But vide room in city schools for
of Berlin, it was fenced in to we do know that Kentucky agri- rural high school students with
keep the blackmarketers out.
culture cannot count on relief no other places to go. This means
Many American soldiers once from a drift of population from some new consolidated cityI did a thriving business there sell- city to country.
county high schools must be
ing watches to Russian soldiers
Ten years ago I had eight built.
land cigarets and candy bars to adult farm workers. Now I have
the Germans.
three grown men and one teenage boy. I have had to cut grain
The bitterest civil war in Co- and hay crop acreage about 30
lombia's history started in 1899, percent. Our salvation is in makwith 100,000 deaths in battle in ing as much corn on 100 acres
three years.
as we used to make on about

HOPKINSVILLE

Padueah Granite
Marble, Stone Co,

You can't get it by wire

AUCTION
SERVICE
Graduate
Auctioneer

BUCK M O R S E
Princeton, Ky.
Route 1, Phone
Farmersville 2821

CHUK-L-ETS
By Dot's

Your suit is a sight - why don't you
have it dry cleaned?"
Whatever your occupation, the kind of impression you make
largely depends on the appearance of y o u r clothes. Whether
they cost a fortune or a pittance, they must be kept clean and
well pressed . . . or even the minnows will blow gossip

bubbles behind your back! Men's, women's and children's
clothing—and home furnishings cleaned to perfection!

mmwisT
"I can't understand it! All I get is strains
•f Suddenly It's Spring'."

DOTS CAFE & DRIVE-IN
JlMtl - CtklrM - » «

Phone 9 1 0 5

M

Phone

122 East Main

BOILING POINT

fvery Pari Milk or Cream Touches

exclusively yours

is STAINLESS STlil!

(Incorporated)

Tha minute you first set e y «
on these great New Da Laval,
Separator* you'll know they're
the beet you've ever Men.
Da Laval engineering ha*
gone all out to give you cleaneat skimming . . . easiest 2-min-,
ute washing . T . longest service . . . easiest operation .
and all at lowest cost per year)
of use!
'VT'
" Tha^new Super-Skimming
Bowl . I . supply can . . . covers (
with new open discharge type ,
spouts — all are of gleaming,
forever bright and rust-proof
steinlese steely
These and other" new" fea- 4
turee and improvements make
these New I)e Laval World's
Standard Series Separator*
the best you hava aver seen
or operated.

M.J*

COOKING

Judge A Farmer
Clover or Alfalfa!

pat's right! If a fJ
good clover or alfalfd
« crops will take]
themselves. Spread 1
pffl your .clover or j
<«i fields you'll seed!
ft alfalfa—and this!
alfalfa will feed all J
"ops. m your rotatl

Pasteurized Milk Is

a.r

is the

inexpeJ

I ® ™P r °ve your sol
Pently and, at the s i
«et an immediate i j
Weld. That's the 1

COOKED

jomson Phospha
'. s - Dearborn Sti
"<*«<> 5, Illinois

COMMENCES

Ins. Agency
Phone 54
117 W. Main St.

TUBERCULOSIS

GERMS KILLED

UNDULANT

SCARLET FEVER -TONSILITIS

GERMS KILLED

TYPHOID -- DYSENTRY

FEVER

GERMS KILLED

STREP THROAT

GERMS KILLED

GERMS KILLED

GERMS KILLED

Thermometer shows temperatures at
which fatal disease germs are killed
in pasteurization.

DIPTHERIA
BODY T E M P E R A T U R E .

Germs

mul

tiply rapidly in unpasteurized milk.
FREEZING

Pasteurized milk is not boiled or cooked. It is scientifically heated to a temperature of U:>> t'e"
grees Fahrenheit, according to State Board of Health regulations, and kept at this temper
ture for 30 minutes. This destroys all harmful bacteria and does not affect the taste.

In (Am

MtH — hmtd er
motor

Wear

" N o t More, But Bet.
ter Merchandise"

drtrt:

The illustrative thermometer chart (above) shows the pasteurizing temperature and the partieu
lar temperatures at which harmful and deadly germs are killed. Maintenance of this 143 do
gree temperature is necessary to permanently obliterate the germs.

No. 5H—S50

INSIST ON THIS PROTECTION IN THE ,
MILK YOU FEED YOUR FAMILY!
/

Robinson Implement Co
Phone 127-J

Hopkinsville Rd

H
afl

•22,680,000.
I Another big timber r f l
ween announced by
•Vest Products whi<^|
Klanned to spend $ U , 3 f l
Hompany said it woulcfl
• mill to produce 42, O H
•f timber a year; wast^B
Bimber mill would f e e ^ |
Beper mills which
•P beside it.

111

In Pasteurization the Board of Health
requires that milk be held at 143 degrees for 36 minutes to kill all harmful bacteria found in milk that is not
pasteurized.

Applies

Women's

paper

Manufacturing w o r k s

.

Where the Golden Rule

M s Separators

•

pliH

PHOS^PHA'

BOILED O R

Ot Laval WorkTs Standard s

Auckland, (AP) —
Hand's g o v e r n m e n t

Hablish State

After your home's on fire.

Itrfirett AffW Postwr,

^ew Zealand P l a r f l
'aper Pulp Mills
•

Princeton Cream & Butter
mt^m

I

5L4

\

I

<AP) ^

L*ath

K

over ih^

[high here
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longer Skirts One
I Of Many Fashion
Changes For Women
k

ENTS
-K—THI
WEST KY.

iranite

>ne Co.
Street
Kentucky

m

,s

leM

addin

Jr

neW
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hemlines are features of
fall styles, resulting in

silhouette entirely different
that seen in recent years,
!<ordin* to Miss Dorothy ThrelS j field ag^nt in clothing at
L UK College of Agriculture
^

Home E c o n o m i c s .
Most striking o f

the

changes

j. the longer skirt, said Miss
AirelkfW' as she recommended
Bid-calf as the approved length,
jjy,fr than any certain distance
Uom the floor.
Although p a d d i n g in shoulders will continue to be used, It

U
, be smoother and rounder,

•Iking the s h o u l d e r s look
m o r e natural
rtWer and

narthe

clothing specialist said. Nippedjj waistlines
give
look to the hips.

a

rounded

Very full swinging skirts contjjst with those which are narWw.

the latter b e i n g seen in
suits. Fullness in dresses is pro-

ved through a circular
others, or

pleats

cut,

concentrated

„ one place, the specialist expjtined.
Already popular Is the flarebKk style coat, w i t h fullness

ejtending from shoulder to hem.
| For more general all-round wear,
jflss Threlkeld r e c o m m e n d e d the

fiared but fitted coat, many
Lies having a shawl collar of
ffo'r with side

you make
| Whether
clean and
» gossip
children's
Xion!

closing.

[Wrtte to . . .

not

T H E MOUNTAIN'S M O V E - F r a n k S. Leavitt (Man
Mountain Dean), American Legion sergeant at arms from
Buford, Ga., carries Mrs. E. Meade Wilsdn, of Mulberry,
Fla.-, to her seat in Madison Square Garden in a bit of
fun before the American Legion's 29th annual convention got off to its official start in New York City. ( A P
Wirephoto)

Weather Brings
Mildew Problen

How to prevent mildew and
Long jacketed suits are given
do „ away with musty odors reHp emphasis t h r o u g h the use of
sulting from humid weather are
large pockets or other decora- problems for housewives. The
tion.
best offense, according to home
Fabrics popular for coats are economists at the UK College of
wool suede, n e e d l e p o i n t , tweeds Agriculture and Home EconoJed broadcloth. For suits, there mics, is to be sure clothing and
• are gabardine, men's wear fab- household linens are dry before
J
broadcloth and light weight they are tossed in the clothes
••.weed. .Fabrics w h i c h drape well, hamper or put away In dresser
•
h as moss crepe, soft faille, drawers, and to keep closets,
utin and sheer w o o l will be dresser drawers and basements
tixsen for dresses. (
as clean, dry and well aired as
possible.
New Z e a l a n d P l a n s
Mildew, a fungus growth, gets
Paper Pulp M i l l s
its start in damp, dark unvenAuckland, ( A P ) — N e w Z e a - tilated places, eventually eating
land's government plans to es- into the fibers of the cloth, caustolish State paper and pulp ing permanent damage. An elecluiufacturing w o r k s at a cost of tric light left burning in the
closet may dry the atmosphere
522.580,000.
Another big t i m b e r project has enough to prevent mildew, or an
!en announced by New Zealand electric fan set in the doorway
Brest Products w h i c h said it will stir up the air and bring
Ibnned to spend $11,340,000. T h e in a fresh supply.
nmpanv said it w o u l d construct
An open jar of calcium chlori mill to produce 42,000,000 feet ide in the closet will absorb exA timber a year; w a s t e from the cess moisture, but must be relimber mill w o u l d f e e d pulp and placed frequently as it changes
fsper mills w h i c h would be set from a solid to a liquid. A genn beside i t
erous handful of charcoal will
absorb musty odors. To remove
fresh mildew stains in household
I Judge A Farmer B y His
linens, wash them in soapsuds
Clover or A l f a l f a !
and follow with sunning. If that
is not effective, lemon juice and
salt, followed by sunning, may
be. A more drastic treatment is
to soak the piece for a half hour
in a solution of four tablespoons
of sodium perborate to a pint
of water, followed by thorough
rinsing and sunning.
I That's right! If a f a r m e r has
Leather goods, • floors and
I good clover or a l f a l f a , his othwoodwork may be protected
|e: crops will t a k e care of
I themselves. Spread Four Leaf
against mildew by waxing dry
Ion your clover or alfalfa—or
surfaces.
Ion fields you'll s e e d to clover
To do away with musty odors
alfalfa—and t h i s c l o v e r or
in basements and cellars, sprinI walfa will feed a l l the other
1 crops in your r o t a t i o n ! Four
kle chloride of lime over the
|t«af is the inexpensive way
floor, sweeping it up when the
• to improve your s o i l permamustiness
has disappeared.
loently and. at the s a m e time,
l?e-' an immediate increase in
That's t h e profitable
|Wy to farm!

1th
[de-

Water Glass Used
To Preserve Eggs

LoW " " '
P
«
fhoulderit tiny waistlines,
lded hips and very full or
ir0#

O'Binn,,,

PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

I Thomson Phosphate Co.

|«i S. Dearborn Street
'"'go 5, Illinois

Recipe Of Week

The "Poultry Calendar," published by the University at Kentucky College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, gives the following directions for preserving
eggs whei) they are plentiful,
for use in winter, when they are
not so plentiful:
1. Select a five-gallon crock,
wash thoroughly, and scald. Halfgallon jars can be used instead.
2. Boil water; when cool put
nine quarts in the crock.
3. Add one quart of water
glass and stir thoroughly. Buy
water glass at drug store.
, 4. Place eggs in the crock and
put in cool place. Allow two
inches of water glass solution
to cover the eggs. If there are
not enough eggs available at
one time, add them from time
to time.
i
5. As needed, to offset evaporation, add boiled water which
has been cooled.
One quart of water glass In
a five-gallon jar is enough to
preserve 15 dozen eggs. Smaller
numbers of eggs may be preserved in any size container by
using one part of water glass
to nine parts of boiled, cooled
water.
All eggs should be infertile,
fresh and clean. Be careful not
to put any cracked eggs in the
solution.
Everybody reads The Leader!

The use of a cheese sauce on
practically any vegetable adds
to Its flavor and food - value. f • • -1 --------•«•—--.-I-.-II".rzili:« a
Cauliflower,
onions,
broccoli,
cabbage, carrots, potatoes and
asparagus are particularly good
served in this manner. Miss Florence Imlay, specialist in foods
at the UK College of Agriculture and Home Economics, suggests this recipe.
Cauliflower with Cheese Sauce
1 medium sized cauliflower
2 cups milk
4 tablespoons butter
4 tablespoons flour
••.W
1 .-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
• r . I. .. ..
lMt cuf>s grated cheese
Vi teaspoon salt
Cook the cauliflower upside
down in boiling salted water until tender, 12 to 15 minutes.
Drain. Make a white sauce of
the butter, flour and milk. When
thickened, remove from the stove
and add the grated cheese and
salt. Place the drained cauliflower on a platter, pour the
It's beautiful! It's modern I
For homes beyond the power
:heese sauce over it and surround
lines. And it's extra easy on batwith buttered carrots.
teries. It brings in both standard
Note: A small, loosely packed
broadcasts and short-wave procrams with amazing power and
head of cabbage may be cooked
in the same way after removing
outer leaves and core.
Menu:
Smothered chicken,
cauliflower with cheese sauce,
buttered carrots, sliced tomato
and green pepper salad, baking
powder biscuits, butter and cantaloupe.

!i"GENERAL 11
1=1 ELECTRICS'1

ill!! BATTERY nil
iiiilLR ADIOjiijf;

fcair$

«7.»5

Princeton
Lumber Co.

Everybody reads The Leader!

PARTY

LINE
COURTESY

/

$195

Postman Blue
Value to $4.00

Men's English
ribbed
DRESS SOX

BIG SMITH
TEST & L E E
Men's Overalls

$147

Chambray and Covert

Twill herringbone

WORK PANTS

Solid and F a n c y
S i z e s 6 t o 14

Prints

Prints
Solid and Fancy

\

FOR A PLEASANT

Men's Anklets
fancy rainbow
stripes all sizes
Men's Sox and >
Anklets,
Munsing Wear

LEE - Green and Blue

WORK
STRAW H A T S
CHOICE

$£00
i

light and
medium wt.

Sanforized Pants
Sizes 29-42Tan Shantung

BIG SMITH
Work Shirts

Choice any dress
STRAW H A T
in the house

WORK SOX

WATERT0WN
and BIG SMITH

Best Make Men's
Dress Shirts

10

98

light wt. cotton

Work Glove
Boys' sizes 8-16
White Duck
P A N T S
FANCY
T I C 0
Beautiful Prints

$195
$<|95

59
$ 2 95

35
49

Men's Fancy
Print Cloth
Dress Shirts
Boy's Longies
Sanforized Shrunk
Khaki or Coverts
E & W and Kerry Knight

Men's Pajamas

99
$ 0 5 9

99

$o95

Sizes A to D
Big Smith and
Lee, Khaki

$<|95

Work Shirts

FINKELS FAIR STORE

When another party on your
line has an emergency, please
release the line quickly...and
pleasantly.

JUkridge, Fredonia, Ky.

BIG SMITH
WORK PANTS

Boys' Polo Shirts
Long and
Short Sleeve

B e sure p h o n e Is p l a c e d
securely on hook after each
call. Remember, one phone off
the hook ties up an entire line.

Miff Hardware, Princeton, Ky.

Merchandise

L E E - BOYS'
OVERALL
DUNGAREES

Complete calls quickly. This
assures better service for you
and your party line neighbors.

ticu<Je-

Stock and All Our Summer

Men's Oress
SHIRTS
Solid White
Allow a little time between
calls to permit others to have
their turn at the line.

deera-

E. B. McElfatrick's

Men's White
POLO SHIRTS
high neck

The Turks regard green as a
sacred color and for that reason
its use is confined chiefly to
prayer rugs.
At least 60 Wolfe county farmers are planning to sow Kentucky 31 fescue this fall.

IUI-

CLOSING OUT

Boys1 Sport
SHIRTS

speaks louder fhan words!
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SOUTHERN BE1L TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
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1 1 0 Electric Servants

Philadelphia, (AP) — Getting
and keeping one servant may be
a great problem to most Americans, but each average citizen
of this country has the equivalent of 110 servants working for
him 24 hours a day. An SKF Industries study of electric power
shows that the installed capacity
of the nation is equivalent-to 11
horsepower for every American.
One horsepower is estimated to
equal 10 working men.

Many Danes
Want To Emigrate

'SNOW' F A L L S IN N E W YORK AS LEGION P A R A D E S — An unidentified American
Legion unit is showered with typical New York "confetti" as it marches in the American Legion convention parade up Fifth Ave., New York. ( A P Wirephoto)

Caldwell Third County Formed
In District; Trigg Fourth

Methodist Go-To-Church-Day
Methodist Men's Club strongly urges you to at
tend church that day — If you are not a Metho
dist, attend the church of your choice.

Food Is Biggest
Worry For Germans

Dead Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Rendering Works will

pick

up your dead stock promptly, free of charge and
on sanitary trucks which are disinfected daily.
W e pick up horses, cows and hogs.

Call

Kentucky Rendering Works
Phone No. 442-J

#

Princeton, Ky.

W e pay all phone charges

(Continued from page one)
generally broken, but not mountanious; off the river and creek
bottoms,, which are rich and productive, the country becomes hilly and undulating; the E. half of
the county is called barrens, is
usually level or undulating, and
highly cultivated. The soil is
based on limestpne with red
clay foundation. Little river
flows through the county in a
N. W. course, and empties into
the Cumberland at the N. W.
corner of the county. Tobacco,
corn, wheat and oats are staple
products; exports—hogs, cattle,
mules and horses.
"Towns — The county seat is
Cadiz, on Little river, about 230
miles S. W. of Frankfort and 19
S. W. of Hopkinsville, and 23
miles S. of Princeton; incorporated Dec. 6, 1822, but settled
somewhat earlier; population in
1870, 680—a falling off of 26
since the year of 1860. Canton,
on the Cumberland river, nine
miles from Cadiz, was incorporated Nov. 18, 1831, and is a shipping point of importance; population in 1870, 320. Roaring

Berlin, (AP) — The predominant worry of the German is
where his next meal is coming
from, an American military government information control division opinion survey shows.
Fifty-two percent of the Germans in the American zone said
"food" when asked "what are
your greatest cares and worries
at present?" The same question
last January brought a similar
response from only 29 percent
of the population, just before the
winter food crisis set in.
Clothing and fuel appear less
urgent to the- German. Only one
German in seven, for example,
expressed anxiety over fuel during the peak of winter.

Copenhagen, (AP) — In spite
of Denmark's lack of skilled labor more than 13,000 Danes want
to emigrate but so far only 700
have got permission, says the
Danish Emigration Office.
Four thousand prefer Australia, several hundred the United
States, Canada, South Africa and
Argeritine, and others Jamaica,
New Guinea, Salvador, Iraq, Ceylon, and Indo China.
Applications are coming from
all classes, but most 6f them from
farmers, industrial workers, technicians, and engineers.
Douglas Evans of
Monroe
county says 14 acres of alsike
clover reduced by 25 percent the
cost of feeding 20 sows and 153
pigs.

Members of the W. S. C. S

School Days
Are Here!
College and High School Suits, Sport Coats
Top-Coats, by Style-Mart.

Corduroy Coats and Leisure Jackets

Sweaters by Rugby

Slacks in Glenn Plaids, Flannels, Cords and Gabardine by Style-Mart.

Pajamas, Sport and Dress Shirts by Enro,

Here's s stunning watch bracelet,
designed to sdd style and charm
to the smartest of new watches.
It s-t-r-e-t-c-h-e-s, for easy, safer
wear, f o r day-long c o m f o r t /
Light in weight, gold-finished in
ENDUBING KSEISLER Q U A L I T Y .

Underwear and Hosiery by Munsingwear,

Wool and Silk Neckwear - by Wembley

With stainless back.

"Your credit is good
Use it!"
Bourbon Produces
Barley, Vetch Seed
In a program to grow at home
better seeds than can be bought.
Bourbon county farmers this
year harvested good crops of
barley and vetch. For the second
year, Kentucky No. 1 barley
proved superior to other varieties. The Farm Bureau bought
165,000 pounds to insure a. seed
supply for the county.
A new practice this year, notes
County Agent P. R. Watlington,
was the harvesting of vetch seed
grown in combination with small
grain.

Paragould, Ark., (AP) •— An
advertisement in the Paragould
Press read: "Wanted: Washings
but no ironings."

When buying spinach, choose
There are 52,000 auto repair
stocky bunches with fresh, crisp,
garages
in the United States.
clean leaves of good green color.
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(Incorporated)
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Yes, you can heat up a home or
a room in a matter of minute*
with a QUAKER Burnoil Heater.
QUAKER alone o f f e r s these
opUonal low coat accessories
that mean 1<ut, automatic heat
for the coming winter:
1. Mechanical Draft — ( I v e s m a x i m u m heat output regardless ot
c h i m n e y by p r o v i d i n g a m p l e d r a f t .
Cuts fuel cost I
2. H * « t Circulate? — g e n t l y c i r c u lates h e a t to e v e r y r o o m c o r n e r .
A u t o m a t i c In a c t i o n .
NO WOSKI T o u h a v e n o c o a l to
s h o v e l , ashes to c a r r y o r w o o d t o
c h o p w i t h a Q U A K E R It's q u i c k ,
clean, t r o u b l e - f r e e !

Phone 321

A:

day

for the stylewise

teenager!

What a raft of smart clothes to choose from!
—

Specialization!

THE QUtKER
"CHALLENGER"

What a

and what low prices!

You'll surely get

the wink in our little hooded topper . . .
the

whistle

sweaters . . .

in any

one

of

our

smooth

the letter in our gym suit. In'

fact you'll get the O . K . in all of our soughtafter fashions—just for teenagers.

DANA WOOD

FRANK WOOD

Co
1947 •
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OMMUNITY

Over $ 4 0 0 . 0 0 in Cash Prizes ami Trophy* will be given
away. First, Second and Third Hlibons will be awarded in
all classes. No Entry Fee charged. No Admission charged
•
* - welcomed regardless of County,
for llodeo.
State or Locality.

and

P

First Day

Gab-

iro.

fear.

Lley.

o

g
Guernsey

40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.

Judging to begin 10 A.M.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

r

H A N D I W O R K - MISCELLANEOUS
AWARDS: 1st, 2nd, 3rd — Ribbons
Best Crochet Center Piece
Best Crochet Luncheon Set
Best Embroidered Doily
Best Embroidered Luncheon Set
Best Embroidered Pillow Cases
Best Dresser Scarf
Best Appliqued Pillow Cases
Best Pieced Quilt
Best Appliqued Quilt
Best Hand Made Bedspread
Oldest Quilt (State Age)
Best Crochet Rug
Best Hooked Rug

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

3rd
Heifer under I year
$1.00
Heifer 1 year ana over
1.00
Milk cow any age
1.00
(Grand Chanson — Ribbon only)
Female any age
3.00
2.00 1.00
Bull under 1 year
i i
3.00 2.00 1.00
Bull 1 year and under
3.00
2.00 1.00
Aged Bull
Bull any age
(Gram hamjon — Ribbon only)

Herefd

48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.

56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.

Ribbons

1st
2nd
3rd
$3.00 $2.00 $1.00
Best Heifer under 1 year
t 30 months 3.00 2.00
Best Heifer over 1 year and
1.00
3.00 2.00
Best Cow
1.00
rand Champion—Ribbon only)
Best Female any age
3.00 2.00 1.00
Best Bull under 1 year
3.00 2.00 1.00
Best Bull 1 year and undei years
3.00
2.00 1.00
Best Aged Bull
rand Champion—Ribbon only)
Best Bull any age

EGGS
AWARDS: 1st, 2nd, 3rd — Ribbons
17. Best Dozen White Eggs
18. Best Dozen Brown Eggs .

D A I R Y CATTLE
Jersey
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

f ?]

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

Judging |begin 10 A.M.

pes
ijid China

64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.

3rd
2nd
1st
$3.00 $2.00 $1.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
1.00
2.00
3.00

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.

THE

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

LIST

WILD

4

1st
2nd
3rd
$3.00 $2.00 $1.00
Gilt under 9 rnorf
3.00
2.00
1.00
Sow
Female any age (Grand Champion—Ribbon only)
3.00 2.00
1.00
Boar under 9 md
3.00 2.00
1.00
Aged Boar
Boar any age ' (Grand Champion—Ribbon only)
Duroc

Heifer under 1 year
Heifer 1 year and over
Milk Cow any age
(Grand Champion—Ribbon only)
Female any age
3.00
2.00
1.00
Bull under 1 year
3.00
2.00
1.00
Bull 1 year and under 2 years
3.00
2.00
1.00
Agtd Bull
(Grand Champion—Ribbon only)
Bull any age

TOPPING

1st
2nd
3rd
Heifer under 1 year
.
$3.00 $2.00 $1.00
2.00
Heifer over 1 yr. andjder 30 months 3.00
1.00
2.00
Cow
3.00
1.00
Female any age
>Grand Champion—Ribbon only)
Bull under 1 year j
3.00 2.00 1.00
Bull 1 year and url 2 years
3.00 2.00 1.00
Aged Bull
[
3.00
2.00 1.00
Bull any age
X Grand Champion—Ribbon only)

Secoid Day

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
AWARDS: 1st, 2nd, 3rd — Ribbons
Pint Rye Seed
Pint Wheat Seed
Pint Barley Seed
Pint Red Clover Seed
Pint Ky. 31 Fescue Seed
Pint Orchard Grass Seed
Pint Korean Lespedeza Seed
Pint Soy Bean Seed (Yellow)
Pint Soy Bean Seed (Black)
Bale Alfalfa Hay
Bale Clover Hay
Bale Lespedeza Hay
Bale Grass and Clover Mixed Hay

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

1st
2nd
3rd
$3.00 $2.00 $1.00
Gilt under 9 ni
3.00 2.00 1.00
Sow
Female any aga (Grand Champion—Ribbon only)
3.00
2.00 1.00
Boar under 9 I s
3.00 2.00 1.00
Aged Boar
(Grand Champion—Ribbon only)
Boar any age

OF

ATTR

W

1st
$5.00
5.00

82. Best 6 Shoats under 100 lbs. any breed
83. Best Sow and Pigs any breed

2 P.M.

Judging to

15 Best arranged Bouquet of Dahlias
16. Best arranged Bouquet of Mixed Flowers

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

1st
2nd
Gilt under 9 months
$3.00 $2.00
Sow
3.00 2.00
Female any age
(Grand Champion—Ribbon
Boar under 9 months
3.00 2.00
Aged Boar
3.00 2.00
Boar any age
(Grand Champion—Ribbon
MARKET HOGS

Shoforn

FLOWERS
AWARDS: 1st, 2nd, 3rd

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

BEEF

L I V E A T HOME FOODS DISPLAY
1st
2nd
3rd
14. Best Live at Home Foods Display
$15.00 $10.00 $5.00
(Foods produced or processed on the farm or at
home of exhibitor.)

• WOOD

76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.

2nd
$3.00
3.00

HORSE SHOW

84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.

Judging to begin 2 P.M.
1st
Model
Trophy
Best Boy Rider 12 years and under Trophy
Best Girl Rider 12 years and under Trophy
Walking Horse
$15.00
Best Lady Rider
Trophy
Best Man Rider
Trophy

90.
91.
92.
93.

Plantation
Musical Chairs
Five Gait
Fine Harness

2nd
3rd
Ribbon Ribbon
Ribbon Ribbon
Ribbon Ribbon
$10.00
$5.00
Ribbon Ribbon
Ribbon Ribbon

1st
$5.00
5.00
15.00
10.00

2nd
3rd
$3.00 $1.00
10.00
5.00

5.00
2.50

Third Day
Judging to begin 10
MULES

1st
2nd
3rd
94. Best Mule under 1 year
$3.00 $2.00 $1.00
95. Best Mule 1 year and under 2 years
3.00 2.00
1.00
96. Best Mule 2 years and under 3 years
3.00
2.00
1.00
97. Best Aged Mule
3.00 2.00
1.00
98. Best Mule any age.
(Grand Champion—Ribbon only)
99. Best Pair Mules
$3.00 $2.00 $ 1 . 0 0
100. Best Draft Brood Mare, 1 or more foals
by side
101. Best Saddle Bred Brood Mare, 1 or more
foals by side
3.00 2.00
1.00
102. Best Draft Bred Colt under 1 year
3.00 2.00
1.00
103. Best Saddle Bred Colt under 1 year
3.00 2.00
1.00
AIR SHOW
The Marion Jaycee Flying Service, Sid Johnson, owner, will put on an air show of maneuvers
including spins, stalls, chandelles loops, lazy 8's,
etc., as taught Veterans in their flight training
program.
Titne 1:00 p.m. Saturday in the air
above Fredonia where all can see.

2:30-7:30 p.m.

AT THIS FAIR WILL BE THE BEST

T

RODEO

X-

er to show in this part of the country. Produced by the Jefferscfounty Rodeo Association. An even greater show than we had last year.
FIVE SPECTACULAR SHOWS BEGIWG THURSDAY NITE, SEPTEMBER 11TH

m
Wili

roi

lead ol Contest Stock
horses, Brahma steers and bulls, long horn steers,
•ses, saddle horses, all the best rodeo stock that it is
obtain.
1 attraction in connection with the Rodeo this year

r/T:

Bomber Crash Act performed by Dare Devil Bud
ere you will have the opportunity to see him make
p 150 ft. over other cars and busses from a 24 ft.

Jh

20 Top-Notch Performer

•REM)

e Rural Eleclistration anly approval of
•3,,597,000 to coight states to exservice in rural

Featuring such outstanding performers as Mr. Tom
Texas ex-ranger, world's best sharpshooter and pist$J.luded:
Mr. Howell Hendricks of Tuscon, Arizona', top hnyriie Rural Electric Coand bulldogger in the business. Mr. J. W. S t o k e r ^
Hopkinsville,
trick and fancy roper and rider. (Darepe_J
:
er, one of the best thrill show performers
ARE WINNERS
'Don Smothers, better known as "Lame
Montana Hills will keep you laughing w
Also many other top-notch performers
ed and won money in some of the larg
through the U. S., Canada, and Mexico.

real dare devil act you won't want to miss.
f i«m

ptured the mi
uy seaaon, f<
group as tl
Charles Chi
fralson, C.
tmor and

will consist of bronc riding with and without saddle, Braliull riding, bulldogging, roping, trick riding, trick ro >in

fses and many other rodeo acts. This rodeo is produced by men |are experienced and know the business. Not a hom^ta " ^
The Best In Rodeos.

Sponsored

by Fredoniojst

No. 703 American

Legion

re pictured the Tigers' cheerleaders for this
to right Betty Jo Linton, Betty Jo Lester,
inn, Nancy Cardin and Patsy Dalzell.

